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+~~+ + ' + ' +' + . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  BEIRUT (CP)--Wes+em poacekeeping " Royal Navy ship off the Lebanese+coast ++ 
:,i +~ . .  .+ . , . ,+ ..... .... . . .+ ,.,. +..', . . .  + • ...... /' . . efforts in. Beirut appeared near collapse because of the "deteriorating security _ 
today following withdrawal of the small situation in Beirut and the particularly 
+ ,+ • British contingent to. ships off shore and exposed position of the British force' in 
' orders from President Reagan that the U.S, Lebanon headquarters buiiding...., " + 
Marines do likewise. + It said the troops weald remain at sea,  
In Paris, the French Defence Ministry "until the situation becomes clearer," 
' said more than 1,800 French troops in  • Spadollni, in a statement to the Italian 
Beirut refitained at their pests in West senate, said the first phase of Italy's . 
" 41~' : m ' " k $ " '  . * t " ' " r ' :  " +Beirut his morning, but that patrols' had peacekeeppng operation in Beirut "shoulc 
Wednesday ,  February  8;'1984 2S cenls Eslablished .190g ' +.~ + ' + : "  Volume 78 No.27 been halted.~ It said there were no ira- ' be considered as drawing to a close." 
i ~ - +  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ++ ~ mediate plans to redeploy the French "We are on the point of winding it up in 
+ " ,, ,4' 1 ' ._~I ~+ • contingent.+ . '  + full .respect for national dignity, in 
• A spokesman for the 1,40O-member agreement with our allies," he told the 
Italian contingent said there were no new'. upper house defence .commission. 
orders concerning 'its mission. In Rome,, But he said the Italian contingent has not 
however, Defence Minister Giovanni . abandoned any of its positions guarding the 
Spadolini said Italy will reduce its force, Palestinian refugee camps of chatilla and 
although it has no immediate plans for a, Sabra. 
total withdrawal. " "We continue !o carry a responsibility in
On the warfrent, the U.SI battleship New the Palestinian refugee camps,". Spadolini 
Jersey opened fire with its main guns on said. ".Our'situation, from/this .point + of 
Syrian-controlled positions in the central view, is much more diffiealt than that of 
mountains overlooking the capital. It, was our allies. ' 
n°tknownifthesheilingwastoPr0tectthe "The Amerledn, British and French do- + ' i 
marines when they withdraw or to help not,' in fact, have any'  specific respon- !+i 
support he lmrd-pressed Lebanese Army. sibility." . 
• "The USS New Jersey is firing . . . .  at President Reagan on Tuesday '~red  ~+~'~ ~ 
targets "in Syrian-controlled areas of the 1,660 marines in Beirut redeplpy&l"tO ~ 
Lebanon which have been firing on the city U.S. Navy. ships offshore and aUth~ 
of Beirut,, a marine spokesman said. use of naval guns a~id warplanes to+s{ii~i~0rt 
He said the' targets had earlier fired at the disintegrating Lebanese army, ~;.~ i~. 
U.S. Ambassador Reginald Bartholomew's'. + +. The'i fu!ure- i o f  Lebanon's .+ Me~;  
residence'in suburban Yarze "and areas in . Christian president, Amin Gemayel~,"wu 
Beirut," bt~t he.did not say if the residence uncertain, his army weakened by Moslem 
had been.hit. " defections and hisU.S-bscked government 
Canadian Ambaasador David + Jackson ,rld~ed.hy.Moslem resignations+ '"
said in an interview with Broadcast News A marine sour're, said 250 .mar i i~ had 
conducted via Telex that the embassy in been evacuated to the ships T~sday/fbr 
Moslem-held West Beirut is continuing to reasons unrelated to Raagan's/dectsibn, 
operate normally, although the 20 embassy and 4hat they would be returned to shoie 
staffers are being temPorarily quartered in soon. ' 
nearby hotels for safety. Thirty-nine mployees and dependents of +~ 
Jackson said the embassy ,has con- the U.S. Embassy in West Beirut, •were 
tingency plans: to evacuate its personnel, ' tdken by'air to naval ships by helicopter 
"but we have no immediate intenUons of Tuesday. ' • 
implementing them.'.' Two more U.S. warships, the can'ier 
*'No one has been evacuated yet, but we Independence and the deatroyer Claude V. 
are p!amiing to n~0ve one family with Ricketts, were sieaming for Lebanon after 
• dependents:.out at he earliest, safest op. cutting short a port call in Turkey. 
- , . . - -  . . . . . . .  o . v . . w , . ~ . . .  ~ . . , : ~  I~ , ,~1 ~ ~, ,  
-- of exciting thin-gs at ~he Terrace Public Library.- -~l~e shows,, wafching filmsfrips, and,other'fun activities, +~or  portun.ity," Jackson' said. . The gcivemmeats of Britain, France and 
program will  be running on Tuesdays at 3:30p.m. for .the more Information, phone the library, at, 638.8177. + " External Affalrs.,~epartmentofflcials in Italy hav, e Come under.intense pressure.to. 
• " .. " Ottawa/.saidi~eva~Jati~n is impossible 
i"'t " - i+ : i  becauseroa-ds~~eiairl~rt'and the port are withdraw+tr°°PS they contributed to+ the 
;+ four-country, +,000-man peacekeeping fathe dmeS+++!+iai ihome force after Reagan's deeialon on the ~+.: : , ~ - .,. + cl+osed bec~iUS~0t~t~e-flghting. + Margaret '  T rudeau s r ...... ~ + 1"+ M" ~ "  ' +~++n + a '~ + + +i'h d+a+'  m a r i n + 4 " + ~ "~ ' [ ' " " , ' k @ l ; . . . .  ' 1 '+  : l~  " ~ .l~++ml + . + " '  o f ' the  Br i t i sh  contingent. + and the proposed+ Premiers Francois M i t t e r r a n d  o f  F r a n c e  
. . = , + + " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • + • the :  A m e r i c a n  contingent and Betti.no Crax'i of Italy" suggested, t iN  
(CP)  --': Janies .Sin- : : . . . . . .  dldl ~ + + ed ." . or me ,.inerm: ' .......... "~ +" ..... + ~++ ~+~ ~ . . . . . .  
• • WEST +VANCOUVER he ever - "+" . . . .  i i' , with cli',aWal:,.of 
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+,-'+Im+t++ior lit'tit ~o. :m~r~l i~t l+A~tpmul .  +all~~b~ahigl~'/++'. "+i:+~i: .... , . . . .  , . . . . .  - ...... ,,+ D~i,g the~eign Of Maeklen; +', Sinclair +. 
Tuesday at his +home In. West VancoUver. He allof Canada, and ii~deed central Canada, + +  know . . . . .  was regarded- ~s:i{.oo independentZmamto advance in uilsal~ageable:;"" the.'~baSsador  said level, meeting of the four cot~ntHes. " , 
was 75. • wfiat 0ur:aspl/~ati0ns were.'" - ,. '_i .++ the pa~!iyl}but l~ter/was called into Louis St-+. "The question • of the (survial of the Meanwhile, marine Lance Cpl. Rod0lfo 
Lebanese) government will have to await Hernundez, 28, of. El Paso, Tex., died Trudesu apparently received the news of Si~clair Was remembered asan independent- : Laurent ssub-cabinet and in1950 headed a two. 'further developments in negotiations Tuesday a t 'a  West German hospital of 
Sinelalr's death at almost he same time he was minded rising star in Canadian politics and was. man delegation to European ~capitals to settle ~ between local parties." injuries received last week during a clash 
• told he had been nominated for the 1984 Nobel soen by m~i~y as a potential Liberal.leadership wartime'and po~t-war debts to •Canada of $70 The Canadian Embassy in West Beirut with Shiite ~Mbslem ilitfsmen in Beirut, a 
Peace Prize.. . .- candidate in'the late 1950s before ending his ++ million/-"+i + i continued +to function today, but at a marine spokesman said. Hernandez'was 
Sinclair, known affectionately tofriends and political career to return to business. SUFFERED !N~URIES reduced capacity with some personnel the 264th U.S. military personnel killed in 
Colleagues as Jimmy,, collapsed suddenly at his IN LIMELIGHT In 1955;.he was the first.Canadian cabinet• evacuitted to nearby hotels for safety, a Lebanon since the marines were deployed homi~, his sister'-in-law Dereeh Robso~ said He was thrown into the lin~elight again in . . . .  
T u e s d a y . .  March 1971 when. one of his five danghters,:23- " mini S.ter:t 01 Visit Siberia and'thenended that spokesman said. in September 1982. 
t0ur/wi~ a visi[ ~ tO theiPeople,s.,p~public of A statem~nl by 15rime Minister Margaret About 300 Lebanese were killed and 540 
~q'd0n't believe he suffered," she said. "It year-old Margaret, captured theimaglnation f China, long before it became fashionable todo Thatcher's office said. the llS-member wounded in Beirut in the last six days; 
Washis heart." the coantry when she secretly wed Trudeau~ s0.:~ • :' " ' British contingent was withdrawing to a police said. Senator Ray Perrault+ a close friend of then 51. After the marriage, SincJair's name. .. ~ . + . 
Sinclair, said in a telephone interview that the usually appeared in.connection with" that of his . ' "Always known as an. Outspoken man Sinclair ,, 
former fisherlesminlster had been ill fo/"some famous sen-in.law. +. .  . • + .i '~: . • raised;~yebrows during the' Cold' War.years 
time, suffering_t~ostrnkes, oneofwhich Sinc,airwusbominBsnff.scotland, May26 ++ wlien•h+eprai~th+.u~tmian, and'Chinese.for Project Wolf growls on 
necessitated open-heart surgery. 1908, and came'to Canada with his family as a what he regardL'd as their .adwincements and 
l lHe  was  a great  c lmad ian  and a g°od  per"  smal l  boy .  He .  *as  educa[ed  ,as  an  eng ineer  a t  c r | t~c ized  the~[ l~ ~or  th l~ i r ' ,+ i ! ings ,  ' ! ~  ad '  
senal friend," P errault said. ~'He was the the University of B.C. where he won a Rhodes,: H#ii~aisedthe Russian deetorswho attended FORT NELSON, B.C. protest h originally campaign, it would be 
ablest British Columbian ever to serve in Scholarship 'in 1 i928, and later at studied at.  him alter an ~tccident duringhistour ofSiberia. (CP) -- Project Wolf's planned to begin their flying "totally inappropriate for  
Parliament', Oxford and Princeton. ASiagingcollapsed whileh e was visiting a fish attempt to+ disrupt the attack Tuesday, but it had (the company) to take a i 
"Despite his defeat in 1958he went on to great He was in miUtary unifor/n at the time of his plant:!+and he Suffered+ serious leg and back British Columbia govern- no plane. After. being position on that." • 
i successes in private industry, He had a deep first election in 1940. and ended the war as . '  injuries ': Which would n'ug" him for the ment's Wolf-kill.program in refused fuel .by three Watson and'his crew" also and abiding concern for the p,'ovinee of British squadron leader and with re-election in 194~. ;.remainder of I~is life, . the Peace River. region got aviation fuel dealei's in Fort had difficulty finding a, Columbia," His constituency, orginally Vancouver "North + .. sin.c|ait;took a<leterminedstance i  defence off the ground Wednesday Nelson Monday night, pilot place to stay in the town. Provincial Intergovernmental. Relations before becoming Coast-Capilano, returnod him : + of the Pacific+ salmon fishery both as cabinet morning. Tom Welch took his plane Some of his crew spent : 
Minister Garde Gardom, a former provincial in'1949, 1953, and 19~7." +. ministe.c.!~t~llater in privatelife in industry. He An eight-seat, twin-engine back to Victoria leaving Monday night sleeping in a 
Liberal, saidSinclair was a "truly remarkable .... But the ConservaUve.sweep of 1958 finished olip0sed hmingi'spawning rivers unless there Piper Navajo took off at Watson and his crew of 12 van despite the t5 degree 
Canadlan whogavehisverybest in everything • his political career. 'even though" party. 'wann01o!het?meansofp.rovidingneededpswer. about 8 a.m. Wednesday behind, temperatures. However, by 
- . ' - . . . . . .  from the Fort Nelson air- Watson spent most of 'Tuesday some of the 
,. , port, carrying en-. Tuesday trying to secuge a ,  protesters were camping in Lawyer b l a s t s  c r i m r i n a l  l a w  amendments virenme.talist Paul Wat - fue l  supp|y. Finally. the the bsokyardofafami ly : = son, a handful of. protesters Imperial Oil dealer in this sympathetic to their 
and camera crews from northeastern B.C. corn- campaign, 
, both television networks, munity was ordered by the Watson said a single room 
OTTAWA- (CP)  - -  The 300-page package Of sentencing .provisions under which criminals damages through separate civil proceedings Watson hopes to fly over head office in Vancouver to will be kept at the hotel as a 
criminal law amendments, introduced in the who resort to "brutal"+ violence or who have a against a convicted offender, the wolf-kill area, scaring supply Wa(sen with aviation "command post". However, 
C~ommons Tuesday, got mixed reviews' from history of/vi01ent- behavior would receive Political reaction to the amendments the wolves into cover ahead fuel. he'described his ireatment 
politicians and experts in the criminal justice ' mandatory life sentences with no chance for paekage'was slow and many said they would of the biologist from the A spokesman for Imperial in Fort Nelson as "worse 
field. "parole before 10 years, statetheir positions teddy, provincial fish and wildlife" Oil in Vancouver said while than Newfoundland", where 
The bill, which Justice Minister Mark "That renlly scaTes me," said Real Jubin- British Columbia Attorney General Brian branch, who is shooting he sympathized with dealer he hasopposed the seal hunt 
MacGuigan believes could become" law by • •ville,. associate director of the OVT- Smith said he is generally pleased with the them from a helicopter~ Ron Reed's personal ob- as a head of'  the Sea 
summer, would' tighten pornography+ and TAWA+BASED~Canadian Association for the proposed reforms but added provisions on The  government wants to jection to Project Wolf's Shepherd Conservstion 
prostitution laws and crack down on drank Prevention of Crime The provision may en- drunk .drivers.and prostitution do not go far kill between 400 and" 500 Society. i 
driverS, violent criminals, drug dealers and • Courage the just|re system and society to "put enough~, wolves in a 14,000-square -  
computer theft. In addition, i t  would abolish peeple away/,nd throw ~ out the key." Inrother sections of the pr0posed'iegislation: kitometre area because it 
powerful' search warrants known as writs of But at the same time, juries, fearful of the - -  It woidd become an offence to destroy, alter says they threaten the #,, ~t  a~.~ a--, 
asal~tence and clarify laws governing con- harsh penalty awaiting a guilty verdict, may be or interfere' with the lawful use of computers survival of big-game herds, 
tempt of court, theft' and fraud, more hesitant • to cenvict an aecuaed, he said. and to tap into a computer ~ystem, intercept i particularly caribou. 
However, amendments which would allow , And the same situation may force police and or obtain its services without authorization. Tuesday evening, Watson +Sports  pages  4&5 
police to obtain search-and-seizure warrants prosecutors tooptfgr a'lesser charge to obtain ' The definition of obscenity. Would be ex~ confronted about +500 
for virtually any property they believe was . .  a conviction and a I!g,hter sentence rather •than panded ~to i~rohibit rei~senting anyone 'in .a . ciUzeus of Fort Nelson in a 
used .in a. criminal off~nce or was gained none at all. [[ J desradingwaythat unduly exploitssex,'cr'ime, noisy debate over whether COmics 
through crime have raised concern about The aim of the revised sonteneing provisions horrm+,~;eruelty or violence..Videe-cassettes, the wolf-kill was justified, page 6 
. . . .  .~ 9atellite pivjections and other +technological Project + Wolf showed 
possible abuses, i~/to spell out to judges that~ sentences, must devides'~vjll, like printed matter~ be governed National Film Board films, 
Toronto criminal lawyer Edward Greenspan pr0tect the public, MaeGalgan says. The bill + " C lass i f ieds  pages  8&9 
blasted proposals for such warrants as "the . . . .  by obscenity laws. but their impact was 'outlines'nine types of sentences whicit should 
"-- Controversial writs of assistance, allowing overshadowed bya trapper ' most reprehensible and offenalve form of be considered.before ~ imprisonment for non. 
' legislatinn devised in modern law." Vinl~nt offen(lets~'includln'g~pt~0batinn, service °certain RCMP officers to enter homes without who brought two dead 
search warrants, would. be replaced .by wolves to the meeting. The -- • , .~, 
Businessmen and others with assets that Orders, restitution and'.~fodeil~ure of criminal "telewarranta' which could be bbtained from trapper told Watson and his r 
could be seized even before a conviction profi'ts. -'.' + , ' :+ " - provincial Court judges over., the telephone supporters that the wolves WHY BUY NEW? 
"should be up in arms" about he proposal, he Judges could' also order offe~iders to pay whenan appearance inperson is impractical., are attacking animals in his WHEN'  US E D WILL  DOt  
warned; lost wages or hospital.bills~, fair trials and respect for .the courts and to each other. Do you wan! parts to fix up your car bu! your budge! 
While the warrants are aimed at stripping damages to crtme+.vi.etims for..' such things as - -  Contempt of court laws, designed to prothote traps and even attacking 
drug traffickers, mobsters and corporate fraud FAVORS IDEA : won't allow it ? Beat the high cost of new parts with ensure that court orders are obeyed, will be - Watson argued that quality used parts trom 
.+artists of money earned through crime, JustiCe But Jubinvllle noted, that 'while he fa~;ora . elarified. I t  would also b,~eme an offence to wolves ere an essential part 
Department officials concede anyone charged victim compensation; the provision must be publish details of the jury-selection process and of the balance of nature 
with a serious offenee could have proporty tied. clearly defined to avoid fu r ther . ,  complicating any InfOrmation about Jurors. which is the heritage of all S.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE 
up for years-- and then be acquitted in the end. the "criminal / j~hce  • process. Provincial - -  Two general offences of theft and fraud will people. And he said that 
VOICES CONCERN . compensation boards, which are independent replace a maze of specific crimes in the code anybody who argues with 635-2333 of 63 -9095 
Some experts have also votced concern about of the courts, now handle payments for some ranging from pretending topractise witchcraft him is a fool. 
a section within a larger overhaul of the cede's victim injuries while other victims seek to theft between husband and wife. The Project Wolf ,.._ 3t90 Duhan (lust oH Hwy. 11 E) 
! 
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Letters to 
the Editor 
I I 
To the Editor, 
The closure of David Thompson University Centre will be 
a loss to every person in the province. It will be one more 
• rent in our social and moral fabric - already strained and 
distorted. 
When in 1977, the provincial government headed by Mr. 
Bennett assumed by act of legislature, the assets sad 
liabilities of Notre Dame University at Nelson and created 
David Thompson University Centre, it signed a contract 
with Notre Dame's board of governors. The act states; 
"The crown in the right of the province and the university 
are bound by the agreement against, each other." The 
government also made a legal commtttment that "courses 
shall be offered at the facility that will enable students to 
begin and complete degrees in Arts and Science, Education 
and Fine Arts. 
~nroliment at David Thompson has increased since 
classes opened in 1979- this despite the uncertainties about 
fund~g and the.cl~ure ofsome programs. The number of. 
' students attending the summer school now exceeds that of 
the Banff School of Fine ArtS. Each year the costs per 
student have declinod. Education Minister,' Jd~l~ Heinrich ~ 
and Universities Minister. Dr. Pat MeGeer stated on Sept. 
21 1983: "We are satsifiod that the success acheived thus 
far by the centre warrents its" continuation," 
1984 was only four days old when Mr. Bennett's 
government announced the closure of David Thomspon. 
The xesson given is the centre's "limited enrolment and 
relatively high costs" Nothing ia mentioned of the 
contractual obligation or the assurances of four months 
earlier. 
Mr. Bennett and his government have the legislative 
powers to abolish the act that created David Thompson and 
to annul the contract it signed. If he does this he will be 
putting himself in the position of a Hitler who regarded 
contracts with other states as scraps of paper to be thrown 
aside whenever expedient. 
Regardless of political conviction, we will all lose by 
having agovernment following only the path of expediency. 
Sincerely 
David W. Clark 
Experiments. sponsored 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  The Canadian government 
'knowingly sponsored research in which unsuspecting 
patients were used as guinea pigs in mind-altering ex- 
periments years before the U.S. Central Intelligence 
Agency became involved, federal documents show. 
From 1950 to 1964, the departments of health and welfare 
poured $500,000 into a Montreal psychiatric clinic that 
conducted brainwashing projects. 
The CIA provided $64,000 from 1957 to 1961. 
Nine Canadians are now suing the U.S. government for $1 
million each over the CIA part in the program. .. 
But ~e Vancouver Province says that documents ob- 
tained under the Access to Information Act show Ottawa 
knew that patients in Dr. D. Ewen Cameren's programs_ 
were sometimes put to sleep for several weeks,~and given 
electric shocks to the brain to study the effects on memory 
loss. 
The documents say that in brainwashing tests, taped 
messages were played to patients for up to for 16 hours a 
day, sometimes for 10 straight days, and some patients 
faced the tapes for 34 months. 
TAPES IMPLANTED 
In order to "reorganize the behavier" of human guinett 
pigs, they say, fresh information was programmed into 
their brainwashed minds through the use of "dynamic 
implant" tapes. 
They add that some patients whose brains reslstod the 
implants were forced into artificial comas with drugs, or. 
their resistance was lowered through sensory deprivation 
in isolation chambers. ' , • . 
The documents show Ottawa knew some of the programs 
were purely experimental and had no value in treating the 
patients, i i ; 
The papers how how Ottawa gave grants to Cameron'~ 
laboratory at McGill University, and heli~d Idn~ buy t~I~ 
recorders and movie cameras for experimentS. ~ 
The Defenee Research Board, responsible for scientific 
research for military use, also supplied equipment and 
funds, ., :.., :.; , 
In reports to the Canadian government, Cameron said 
how he and his staff used electric shocks to the brain to 
produce memory loss. 
The government was also told that Camez;on planned to 
use insulin coma, nitrous oxide, gas, sodium amytal -- a 
potent sleep drug --  and other Chemleals for experiments 
on the mind, 
The Canadian Medical Association Journal reported in 
1987 that eollsagnes had found 60 per cent of Cameron's 
electroshock subjects had memory losses rangl~g,f.ro,.~ a 
feW:days to 10 years. " ' "  " "~" 
• , .• : 
G 6eral M 
;. • " , ' I :"  - "" :  ~.,'~-: -;', ", - ' :  "' .."~ " '!'. :."::.'/:~: - • .  " :..'-,, 
General Motors of Canada joined its U,S. parent Tuas~ d~w helped furt~lL=r by ~e strong denz~dln.~e U,S, tor the mid; 
in announcingrecord sales of $13.O billion and ~etlnc0~e0f sized p .roducts from: Cahadl~ P|antsi' Sinith Said.' ..! ": ' 
$675.6 migionlin;.198& :..,.:- .,: :~ ~ :r='" : ": GM.canadaunitsales"tothe=U;S;~in 1983rose tO 640;000, an 
The earnings reflect an astonishing turnaround from 1982 
and. 1981, ~ during which~,the Oshawa, Ont., ~uboi~ary 
• re~rted losses of $7LTmiilion and $10.3 million r~{.~. 
fi~'e!y. " / .' " 'i. ~i / ;',~!.. ...... ;i!:~=.,~,.. " 
• John Smith, GM,'Canada's new president and gen~ai  
manager, said the improvement can be att~.ibuted tohigher 
volume ~and a more efficient '.. 0porati0nl thank~i:|to 
everything from improved technology to~efferts~:hy e~n- 
ployees and suppliers to cut costs and •improve quality, • 
Meantime t~ Detroit, GM Corp., the world's largest 
automaker, said it earned a record $3.7 billlonU.S, on sales. 
of $74.6 billion in 1983. . . ' '.". , - - ~ i  
The improved performance cornea at" th~ ez~d of a f0~" 
year slump in the North American auto,.iridustry. ,,, ~..~ 
Previous record earnings were set in 1979 at $246 8 mil~on 
( 
. "~.  
record sales!, 
i n  Canada and $3.51 billion in 1978 in the U.S. 
In another development .Tuesday,. petr~hemieal-com. 
panies aid they were pleased with a report on the industry 
inerease~of 183,000.or 40 per cent over 1982. 
Retail deliwerl~ by GM. Canadadeale/.s rebot~tded.in 
1983, reach.i/ig ]13,4~ c.ars and ~ l~,  ~n increasepf 98,200 
units o r 26 per eentover the 327,000 units delivel'~din 1982. 
That is;sUll, however, below the record- delivei;ies of 
~13,600 unit~ in 1979. .' 
Smith said ~!n .ca"  be ex i ted  to continue to improve 
this year. Sales' to'the:U,S, aisd::ar~: e~idd  to remain 
stroug. " . ,  .... - i .{ , :.'..,;~ :,~~; " " : 
Almost ;all GM Canada's kiid-0ff'wdrkers were "called 
back to work in 1983, bringing its totsl'w0rkforce to 43,400. 
GM Canada's revenue stood at $3.Sbtlliozl in 1982 and 
$10.4 billion in 1981. 
MIXED REACTION ,-!" ~." 
A committee r presenting industrY, labor and ~e. f~era l  
government recommended the price of gas to all. ir~d~trial 
users be cut 15 per cent. It said the measure Was~crUq'{ai:to 
making Canadian petrochemicals more compet~flve:in- 
., Z, ' ,  ' .  / , z  . .  
ternatlonally. • '"  ......... -
The report, issu~l Monday, also reeommended<,the 
federal governmen t gi~,e up to $200 million in aid to oil. 
based petrochemical producers in Ontario and Quebec to 
help them convert to gas-based feedstocks +uch as,propane 
" and butane. ' ..-""~.;'- !~'?; 
Petrochemical firms, many of which hag members 0n 
the committee, ndorsed the report, calling it ~!~ports~nt 
step towards assuring the industry's future growth~'.i!~ 
But, gas producers were leery of price~cut"•r~0m- 
mendations Wen though the report seems to. suggest ~he 
cuts come from federal and provincial front.endtaxes'and 
i !, . ; ! ' .~ ' J '  
royalties. . , . " " , : .  - .  ,: 
Inn Smyth, executive director of the Canadian Petr01eum 
Association, said gas already sells at 65 per eez~t Of the~.BTU 
STRONG.DEMAND • • ,~. but naturalgas.producers were nervous about Suggestions eq~valent price of oil. Further cuts run the risk of e~,~n.~ g 
In a'ddition to the economic recovery, GM Canada.was that the l~Hce,of gas~ feedstocks should be  cut. - already poor producer returns, he said, • .~ •~ ''~ '
.: ~!. •~.. : . . . .  . • Gwyn Morgan, gas committee chairm an f,,~th~ 
• . ~ .. . . . . . . .  . - " Independent Petroleum Association of Canada~i'~]!~ , , , ,  t l^ lhea*  __ . . . . . . . . - ' " '  "  . . . .  " . "  . suggest ionsofaeut  "unaeceptable.~'cH ~said..ga~;il, 
: RTIII  KlnCl; . n l '  alreadyseilingbelowRsreplaeemem • x '  ~: . . ,~•~a,  
• ~ ~: ! :  ~, ~ :  V l  V I  V -~Jqtml  J im Gray, vlce.president of Canadian.;H~te] 
0 ~-im, ' ' ' ' '  " ' "  :' ' :ExplorationLtd.,echoedotherindustryspokes'melib~ll( 
WINNIPEG (CP) -  On harvests' ~•}~a~=[-?~•w::/t~t mi ht ieid;bout7 . . . . .  • ~ , ' , j0r p . g y ilion . 1983 record :" he would support a cut if it came only out of go~er~n 
tl/e Canadian Prairies, exporting nation s, ine!d~qg ' tennes if conditlons: ai'e" ,So CanadianS'; analysts ',reveimes.The eommitteere~rt argues governm~n~vpui( 
wheat is. still the king of Canada. ' ;~ , :  • fa vdrable.'. • " ' figure..there .;.•isn't much recover the money through normal corporate ta~xek o~ith~ 
crops. Australia and A~genti~a, EXPORT HALF • : ' propoct of improving last higher volumes of gas sold. • .'::•- .i ~. 
Exports of wheat, mainly located in .. the southern The .United 'States is by ~.year's ~ slug~gish wheat 
hard  red spring wheat hemisphere wher~ it's now far the world's largest ./~ rices ' , :. In other developments Tuesday: . " " i ""~•, " " ' . . . . . . .  P ' ' " -- Dofasco Inc., Canada's second-largest stee~uker, 
prized by bakers,'put about summer, have justflnisJ~ed exporter0fwheat and other;/, i :"I ddn't~inkthere'will be reported a near doubling of profit last year as~the~S~bng 
$4 billion in the pockets of reapl.ng bumpar crops.~i" ' "  . . . . .  • ' ' " "~ . . . . . .  ~ " ' . . . . .  grams, an d exports about ,~much - improvement," 
Saskatchewan Alberta.and But What." has n icker  half the-wheat raded 'iu :AilisterHicka0r/~headofthe recovery in the auto, appliance and heusing indurates 
. . . . .  helped increase demar~d.forits consumer-re!ated steel 
Manitoba farmers each ~" analysts especially, con- world markets. ,~/. ~ . i StafisUcs :"Cana~da.~.~:grain 
year. cerned is the.wide stetches Canada .:,:,.is.. ' seqopci,: !;imarketlng'~.,~/in"'.Win. " products. Before payment of preferred dividends,, the 
Hamilton-based company made a profit of $1~.5 milltsni89 
When there's a good crop bf-lazidU.S,'fame.~'~pl~t~l followed~:~!by ~Fr'a/zC~inlpeg~said3n~fat'e~ew percenthigherthanthe$63.Smillionitearnedin'19e~.Sales 
and top prices, car dealers to winter wheat last fall. ' Australia and •Argentina. Carol Nachtigall~ rose to $1.61billion from $1.49 billion, while steel production 
arid travel, agents in Regina Th~ Wheat is now dormant A bumper:, harvest in the ' 'e~0nomic-analyst ~wRh the rose to 3.4 million tonnes from 3.3 militbn. ~,,c 
sad other farm centrea rub under a layer ~of snow;'b'ut mldwesternUnited, States ~ Manitoba " ;  Agriculture 
their palms together, when the sun reawakeasth6 can send'l~r|Ces plunging at :.Department, saidthe ~,vinter --  Diemaco Inc. of Kitchener, Ont., and federal Defense 
Minister Jean-Jacques Blais announced they have.;sigded a 
But like beer on a hot plants in spring, grain grain exchanges around the "whp.atplantingintheUnited 
summer day, too much of a watchers expect he crop •world. " " states is 3.8 per cent higher $107-million contract o supply the Defence Department 
" with 81,500 Colt M-16 automatic r!fles. The eight:year 
good thing can lead to will bHng forth more than M In addition, 4.he Inter- than,the previous year. contract will create an estimated 150 jobs, doubling;the 
problems, million tonnes. • •national Wheat Council is She said American far- number of employees at the Kitchener plunt.~;First 
The last couple of years, Conrad Leslte','one of'(he predicting that the world, mers also are expected to ~leliveries ofthe new infantry weapon, which DiemaeQ,will 
favorable weather and United States' most will. p~duce ~00 million 'li)crease the amount of manufacture under llcence from Colt in the United States, 
heavy plantings have respected grain analysts, " "- - tonnss of wheat in .1985 --  , springwheat they.plant ina .' '/. i, 
combined to produce lush has even predicted the e rop fiv~ per'cent more than the ' couple.of m0ntl~.•:.' . • are scheduled for 1986. . ; ......... 
• " ..... " ' " "' " "Wheat prices' 'will -- Gulf Canada Ltd. said it has no intention of building a 
$60-million harbor and storage depot at Stokes Point ~n~the 
therefore continue.~ under Yukon Territory even though Ottawa will allow,develop- 
pressure through 1983-84 
and 1984-85," - Nach~tigall ment on the site-as Part of its land-claims settlement~with 
West Arctic natives. Daniel Motyka, Gulf's vice-presl~ent 
said. "Wheat prices in 1984. of frontier exploration, said the oil company has made qther 
85 could be down five to 15 • .- arrangements to support i s Beaufort Sea drilling-program 
per cent." and no longe~eeds to upgrade Stokes Point into• a.,tem- 
porary harbor and storage, repair and maintenance d pot. 
TAKE BEATING " --  Quehecor Inc., publisher of Le Journal de Mdntr~l|.Le 
-" That's bad' news for Journal de Quebec and the Winnipeg Sun, said Tuesday its 
prairie farmers, who to°k a profits for the first quarter ended Dec. 31 were $2,102,000, or
financial beating last year. 40 cents a share, • compared with $2,b98,000, or 46 eents .s 
Farm bankruptcies in =~ore i - the fir~ a r s e r The earnin s fl urea 
.~!.,.°~r~,a. ' ,bas*at~wap,~a.~q., :were calculated to/retlecLthe.,tWo:f~ or-one sto.qk::.spli.ti~- 
Manitoba dot~ol~ti~ln,J983,.' fective Feb. 1 on the~Iontreol ,and Torontoexchangss~and 
compared with 1982. to account for a $591,000 loss last year from the closure ol 
The Canadian .Wheat Etco Photo. .- 
Board, the federal agency :,,. 
responsible for exporting Computers fascinating most prairie grain, will be 
under continu!ng pressure 
A home computer can have many practical uses, bulijust 
thet° selllowermOreprices.Wheat, to offset ,playing with the machine's sheer power'can be fascizt~ting 
The board has set grain entertainment. ~; 
export records in each of the ~'he' feeling is akin to the pleasure of driving a' high- 
last four years and has been performance car, which responds immediately as you 
selling at a brisk pace since touch the accelerator. The computer keyboard offers the 
the beginning of the crop thrill of being master of immense power. 
year . . . .  that started Aug. I. The fact that computers have tremendous capabilities 
Both the~ Chinese and isn't news. They're known as "number crunchers," able to 
~oviets, Canada 's .  two ~ process long calculations in the blink of an eye. Large 
largest wheat cus~mers, computers can contain the financial accounts o f  cor- 
are expected to continue to porations, process millions of tax returns for governments, 
meet commitments under and hold vast amounts of information i  data bases. 
• l o n g - t e r m  contracts With But even that little home machine selling for less than 
the board." $500 at the local department store works in much the same 
' ' way as its big brothers. The technology has been scaled 
However, ' China had a down to produce a machine suitable for smaller jobs and for 
good croplast year and isn't use by one person, but in its own way its abilities are no less 
expected to buy any more impressive. • 
than the minimums.called Consider asimple program that calculates the balance in 
for in the agreements, a bank account. ~ - 
The Soviets, considered Say you want o find out how much $5,000 would l~Worth 
' shrewd grain traders, have in one year if left in a daily interest account bearing six ~,r 
said they will llnk the size of cent. And for the sake of simplifying the calculation,i We II 
'"IVI'U~//I'V~ ~C)TT~ i%1.,/i~1 . ; l l .~ l~ J , J , J |~ l lvP ID i lk I ,  R' lU@r'l ' l tt lPI l l  IRVI~i%QIIINi'g~O 30~T ,P-J~O~C~'~. future wheat imports to the assume the interest is paid daily, 
, , , willingness of Canada to '  WRITE PROGRAM 
T I~ F0~;  A]~IG MAO, ÷ £Y  PI¥ I CE!." buy Se;:iet tractors, cars 'To  get a computer lo figure this out,you must V~rRe a 
• , , :  . : , sad other goods. • " program, which is a set of instructions the machine:can 
' i , , . understand and that makeit perform a particular task, The dians con"4"-"_....._ o ld  policies program forthissimple.examplecouldbewrRten,:bi/.a [ r~  novice in a few inutes fter reading the introduciory 
L I H I I I I I ,  chapters, of a programming manual. ..... 
I I I  , But first consider how you'd figure this out without a 
• " ' ' ' ' . . . . .  • ' ' computer. One way would be to multiply the daily inter'eat TORONTO (CP) ,  The national Indian assoc ia t ion ' .  : - "  • " . ~ 
decided Tuesday to. op~se sty 11Fdi~-~Ta-T~-s-Zi-i~-e~ments'. la ds in' the Mackenzie Delta. . . rate "s ix  per'cent divided by 365 -- times $5,000 to fihd but 
how much you earned the first day, then add the interest to 
money.that extinguish aboriginal rights, in . . . .  exchange for land or. partAlth°ughof ~t ethe'/~dianmemberSassociation,°f the committeeAhenakeware Inultwarnedand then°t . the balance. Day 2 is the same: multiply'the rate by the 
Delegates to 'an Assembly of First Nations co.uference, agreement will be opposed because their claim overlaps new balance, and add to the balance. After 730 caicul;;tions 
condemned the federai"policy requiring natives to trade with some lands claimed by the Dene Indians In the' Nor- you'd have' the answer. • . ~ 
awayfuture rights when a claim is.settled, national Chief ~west ~erritories ' e jT~ullsaw°uld be, to say the least, a tedious .job ~with a 
David Ahenakew told reporters at the end Of the second ay ~'We'=aenot allow one group to extinguish theHghts of " al tot, and an unendurabl e one with pencii'and ~per .  
of closed meetings, " :  ' . .. others," he said • . . . • . FO~d: computer it's abreeze My machine t0ok' two 
• ' " .' ..: sscon to rf . ' The assembly's decision puts added pressure on the, The .~dian .association will argue against the corn, ~ ~r= ,o  pe °rm the calculat|°ns and display the answer, 
Council for Yukon Indians; which signed an agrenment-in:r mltteels'claim legislation when it is studied by theCorn- ".~.,.',"?" .' • . . '  :~ 
"' ' i " '  ' " he said " • ' ~mymg with variations om 
reconsider the requlren~ent to extinguish aboriginal rights, resolving land claims and the problem of lands ~lalmed by ~. . . ,  " • , ,'. i . .  ~ '/~ 
but he gave the Yukon Indians no promises when the deal. more than onenative grOup, . '" ' ,,0u haw if" ou 1 . . . . .  bee  es. fun. How much.would 
was signed. . . . .  . ' ~ . . . .  " " Mtmrohas aid the extinguishment clause is necessary to ~ ' y ezc me money,untouched for two years, or 
• , i the ure The ass rob'- 10 years, assuming the rate . Ahenakew said the Yukon Indians had asked for the ensure claims aren t reopened n .fur .. e ~,,y . . . . .  ~ .was ¢onstani~ Chan=e on~ 
assamhly's support in opposing the:extinguishment c lause ,  says it shuts them out of rights boing tdeffUfled a~id inc|Uded m stru~mnand.find out. For the 10-Year variation, I'tin~ed 
"'~ ~mnputer at16 seconus tO
Harry Allen, chalrt~in o~ the C0uncil for Yukon Indians, i s  In the Constitution.. . . . . . .  ' ' : i ~'': ' ~ ; : :~ '  and giVeAnothermevariationthe'anSWmakes- perlorm the 7,300caleulaiibns. 
attending the four-day cenfei'ence but was not immediately This is the assembly s first United"attempt to fight the  er, I9,340.73. . . . . . . . .  
available for comment:r , " ' .  ' ~. e~tinguishment policy. Opposition has. beeRmounting since - abilities of rosa . . . . . . .  e~ectrenic DrainY°U better appreciate ,the 
TAKE TO MEETING ,. .  ~ :; rite Cree and • Inuft of Nortberd ' Quebec signed away • Add one Instruction .to the  
' . program .and it will dis ,]a o Delegates agreed to take the extinguishment issue to the aboriginal rights to vast tracts of the pro#lace in the mid- speed the u-=areal 'ba, p y n the scrsen withblurring 
constitutional conference of first ministers and dative ~ 1970s In exchange for money', oWnership Of some'lands and How does vu mnce for each day . . . . . . . . .  
• c vel en the machine rform leaders in March, i • . . .:'ii~fotmation f economl de opni ' t programs and native .is move-* . . . . . . . .  pe . such feats? Information 
, u -ruunu me corn uter The assembly s opposition could delay settlement of the. governments, ' ' - .... -. • ' " P 's circuits in;the form~ of  
'eieclrie pulse~ at an Incredible speed. With each pulse(one, Yukon claim and ha~'e some effect on the three Other native The assembly meeting was extended until 'rhursd~y so step of the computer's task is per fo rmed. . ,=  I 
claims blanketing the North. • delegates can finish their: preparations for the March With a typical rate of four mlilisn pulses a Second . . . .  
The Committee for 'Original Peoples' Entitlement has: constitutional c~nferenee and to discuss a Commons report 
initialled a final agreement with the federal government for ,, recommending Indian self-government. "" ~" ~,' ~ . : J~.,own as the computer's "clock rate" - il's easy to see 
, how a 1o1 of wat.b o,,,~ .z . . . . . . . . .  
[ ]  - . . , .  - , : '~ . . . .  . , ' : . . ,  . , , ,  . .  " .  , : : :  . . . .  ' , ,  ] . . . .  " . . . .  . ~ a im 
M©NIs5 tO Skeeno Doctor ,lhe.mld,Wednesday, Februa~6,11N~..,.go3 ',.:~;~I~( ' . : i  . . . .  ~' "~ " ' " : . . . . . . . . .  "' ' ~ . . . . .  ' " ' . . . . . . . .  ~:" ~ ~/ O'  , ,  " , , '~  ! ."  ( '~ , ' r : ;~ ' . , , .~ ' " , : :A~:~,  : ~O' , , . '~ ,~ ', .~ . ~ . : . . ' : . ,  .: : . : .  , ' . ' : ~.  . - , ,m.  , . . . ' - ,  , : " ,  .'.•, " . . . . . .  , , . . . ,  ' '  
m claims harrassment 
• ,~ , .~ ,* ,  : ,~  , , . ,  . . .  ' , , , .  
t k - Herald St, ;:" ':.:;. ".'.~;:.':/1;A:!-if/'iendl. y rivalry . fo r~tbo : : r td ing  . - . . . . .  ~ , . . . , .~  ,w,~:~! ' ~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  TORONTO (CP) A .vestlgated orrespond to his his office, asking questions . , ,  r , .  ~ ' " ,1 . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ,,A.:.. *lendly.  r ,  . . . . . . . . . .  . 
TERRACE-- John McNbh, a longtime 'L~mina/4onshowsanincreasinginterestin [:. VANCOUYER (CP) , British Columbm forest 
~' resident of the B.C. northwest; 'announ~: i":~the ~ party that ~wilJ fo rm the. next ,1~:: ,pr~uctsc0mpani~ ~!  be lined up at the B.C. Labor 
~; (oday that he. is seeking: the fedel;ki" !~ov~ent~of  ' Calmda "~/: :.- .... ' /'. '!/' " "[/'..,Relations.. l~ard/~iis/Lwee.k as mey attempt o win 
:. Progressive .Conservative 'nomination "in .' 'm.  *says: that" the.~eamvalgn for the | mjunctions prohibiting costly secondary picketing by 
the Hding of Skeena, ,-~' i~::. " .':: ,.;: ,~: nondhaU0ri ~'~L,g iVe  the candidate a much [ .locked out pulp :and pape r workers., 
McNish, 51, has been a meml~r.of t~e': i bettoi.~~d~tanding of Sk~ "=r and the" I - At least eight sawmills have closed since the pulp 
::, 'P.C.'party for manyyears, and ls'etirrenfly. . tddueS::that f ~.-e imPel..'. . : / . / i  - :. "~ . .. and paper indtmtry locked, out 12,700 members of two 
• r:~e president of the' Slteena Progrmslve" i" ~MeNish/~ys.tLmt:no matter.wh0iz the ," unions las t .They  in,an effort to bring the unions 
~, ~ouservauve rmmgassoclatl0n.: ... .'.. ~. :' .. :successful'edndida.t~0n'April;~;SkeenaPc ~ baekito, t~e bm, galning:~bl~. ' • • 
,. One of his hlghlighta ofhls long affiliation. ::. mem~rs ~d i l 'un i~:~d that person.and , The 5,500~iember, PUlp~; Paper and Woodworkers 
with the party was tbe active role l~e, teekin /world li~rd at.se~din~him to Ottaw~a as a of Canadaand the Cana~an Paperworkers Union, 
.~ presenting the ease for ~ the new. Ridley ~:/n~wlml~mber of~eBrianMulroneytedm.i representing. 7~t~0 ~w0rkers, have been withoqt 
:: Island grain terminal to', the'.,. Clark. Alth0ugh~e~PC'sh~fvedonepooflyat thq/ contracts alnee June 3o.They insist they won't meet 
government in 19"~,'.;: ,. . ~, ....:*,::. ' . .  :;i. ':. ~po~i~in .Skeena.!tnithe .n._ow']i)ast;.,t~o ' with .th~iinc[~mtr~ before .Feb. 1 5 . .  
., . M.arried and the' lather  oPslx adult ..... elections., McNish.'is confident that the" ..- Hardesthit by tire lockout, which will mean a direct 
Christen, McNish has lived and worked in. col~ervatives, can win tlKs riding. " ~'r " : :  " loss of $10 mllll0n :in production and wages and an 
~:,l~'inceRupert for the~past !8 yea rsand isl ~ /. Het~ald~theNDp¢"IbeH.eve~tliep~p~e indirect ioss po~ibly triple that, is Mackenzie, a one- 
me manager of the credit bureau m Prince.. o~.Sk~ena' want'a,change m government ~.a,,ot,.,,~.~,~ of" 5~n in north-centr*l n~. 
,Rupert. . : ' " ' " ' and I think.they know,t.hat..votmg torn  Morethan200melnbers'of'thepaperwerkersunion 
He was born in Smithers, and lived for, harry that has oMy 3t of ~~eats  is not me . m-  ,Mi,,~" ;,;,,~.~ ,~:.~ n ,~ ~ . . . .  ; ~.^,~..,~ ..~ 
..three-yearn i . Ter~aco where he was a? waY to  ~et-strong., representation', i  R~nlnv , ll~a~,i" ~"Pv~'~i ' lo |~; '  nu]n 'm|||, ' .C/oonr, dn,u 
"~d~c • , : . ,  . . , . .  , '  ~ " " . . . . . . . . .  .~  - . . . .  T " ' . - " - - . '~  r - -~  . . . . . . .  ~-. . . . . . . . .  .~ . for of the Chamber of Commerce and Ottawa * •, : .  • .. ' ~ ,~on. .  ~oo ,m,~ ,,,,,I~, .I ~ ~,,-~ . . . .  , ,~o, .... 
the Rotary Club," - :  . " ' • ' , 'MeNlsh says' that Skeena ne~ls federa l ,  v.--~--,:.~, .;-~ - , , - . - . . .~- ,  , . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.~. , ,~ .  
. . . . .  CO " ' . . . . . . .  ' ""  ' ' . . . .  ' '  r"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nd companies awmms " • • • Sin moving'to Prince Rupert, McNish. .  comm|tmenwin the'fbhi~g, forestry a ' -- " ' ; .... " ~""  ts w --" " -  ; ' '" 
Zn'  S . . . .  ' " ' "  " " + "" ' " '  = ' " "  ' rd ' ' "  ' ' ' ' .. , . ~mlay Fores[ ~o~uc as before, me eoarn 
, ~.  p artielpeted in several co n~nunity - mining., ~cf~rn to improve ::.the.. general .,~,-o;~., n~ w~n n'~. Forest prnd,,,~,~ ,~ l t i .o '~ .  
"Organizations, ' ; , . . . . .  i * , '. ~ ~,  ecbi~mic~cened~tar~incedn~aploymsnt. : ~,~°"7~" 'T  '~": .-.71: ~, ~ . " . . . . .  . '= '~ ' " .~ .'i.'" 
Mcetm, ,~nt l0  lu~wA~,h~id~nt~the*  .~  ,~u=;,;-,~,,~,,to'(~~,,,,~;t|~wtllnot mjunctt0n m prommt seconoary picketing ot its 
'~Prinee Ru'-~-'rt'~Ch"am'ber--o"f,~co'"~-~erc'e • " i  ' '*~'"~"~'~-"'='~ "~~-"~ro-~re--se'ntaM't~on the" sami l l  at ~fton .  On ,Vancouver Island. Other 
, .. lm.  . . . . .  mm • ~. Desau~len. w~m, me p Y " '* ' ' or l  " " '" He e or five hearings are scheduled f ater m the week ~ also beenpresident d the Prise '~' :are' gettingnow for another four ' " . ' 
-' R~Rotarv  Club tlie:A--ocintlon'fm • the -;*: ~--'.~,"'~ .' '" :' ' ' " - ;. ' , . Sawmills in CaStlegar. andPort Alberni also'are 
:Mel~ta-"-ilyReta~rded;aMthe~'';'(inorBasehall "~.: : ~Mc'~N;mh ' wfll/kick,:0if, l~s"nomisatlon idieaftersteamfromadjoiningpulpmillswascutoff.. 
and Basketball Asdodatlone: . canipaignwitli ameettng for members and The steam is needed to power part of the Sawmill 
Toronto doctor whose files charges, saying the matter andremovlng charts, Green 
• were seized and employees must be resolved before he said~ 'Although they.~vere 
questioned by the Ontario Can legally comment, not legally requli-~i to, 
College of :Physicians and Green said his associate, explain their presence, they• 
Surgeons ays he is being Dr. John Young, was mentioned that a patient 
harassed for using unor- "mercilessly" interrogated had complained about his 
thodox treatments, and quit as a result. His use o f  stress else- 
Dr. Gerald Green said in secretary was also trocardiograms. 
an interview that other questioned, he said.. Green said the doctors 
doctors across Canada also But Young,'who describes questioned him 'about 
are being hounded by their his prdctiee as traditional, "everything and anything," 
colleagues for using us- denied in an interview he including offlceprocedures, 
conventional and drugleso had quit over the how treatments were done 
therapies, questioning, and emergency drugs he 
• Green, who has practised RAISES FEES had available• • 
".lifestyle, nutritional and Green sald be has raised The college, the Ile~sing 
preventive medicine" for 11 his examination fee and six- apd regulatory beard of 
years, said two doctors month sortes of treatments Ontario doctors, has, the 
entered his office Nov, 22 to $800 from $,M, a cost not legal right to enter any 
and performed a "Gestapo. covered" by the Ontario doctor's office and seize 
like" investigation. Health Insurance Plan." files, charts, or any other 
Green,, 'who admitted The additional money is items it chooses. 
having a "running battle" needed for legal fees .and LAY COMPLAINT 
with the college for years, compensation for " time A ¢od~plaint can be laid 
has made a formal corn- spent fighting the college, by a patient, police, another 
plaint against'the doctors to' he said. "Doctors in the U.S. physician or other sources, 
the College's registrar, are charging $20,000" for Dixon said. If a complaint is
Michael Dixon. similar treatments." substantiated, the charge 
Dixon wouldnot confirm The two investigating laid is usually one of 
Green. was being in- doctors returned twice to professional misconduct. 
"We're all for in* 
Proposal studied novation.' said Dixon. "AS • long as patients are aware 
" of all the potential risks in 
trying an unproven .treat- 
EDMONTON (CP) -- .Prospects for a red meat ment, i t tsthepatlentwhois 
stabilization program depend in part on how much s(~pport 
the prol~sal gathers at a meeting of agriculture ministers the final arbiter in the 
decision." 
in Ottawa on Thursday, says federal Agriculture Minister Registrars from colleges 
Eugene Whelan. in Alberta, Saskatchewan 
Ontario, Saskatchewan and Alberta have agreed in and Ontario, where several 
principle on how to stabilize the income Of beef and hog practitioners using us- 
producers, 
But other provinces have to show support or chances of conventional therapies have 
lost their licences, said the 
establishing a program this year wil l  be dim, Whelan told issue involved is .public 
the annual meeting of Canadian Federation of Agriculture health, not medical 
on Tuesday. • protectionism. 
I t  the proposal fails,'the only alternatives are a wide-open Dr. Lowell • Loowen, 
free mai'ket or supply management, Whetan said. deputy registrar of the 
Thursday's meeting is not a make-or-break session, Saskatchewan College of 
Alberta Agriculture Minister LeRoy Fjordbotten said later. Physicians and Surgeons, 
But adoption of national red meat stabilization program said terms such as hollstic 
sometime thib year is important, or preventive are gimmicks 
THREATEN PROGRAM to attract gullible patients 
He said establishing the program would be a big,step in to untried and often ex- 
McNlsh says he is'Pleased that there are Sui~porters at the Prince Rupert Civic 
now three .people s~king the .PC  Centre, Eagle Room; tonight. 
nomination in Skeena, and that a record • He  will be .visiting otbor'areas of ' the" 
number of party membe, rshilz are being . .  Hding during, the next' two m0nths.i ~ 
.sold. . " ' , " . r. . " ,For mo:'e informatiOn phone 624-670L 
, . -  : , .  . 
Prairie :weather: mild 
":  " " , I 
, . . . . . . . _  
:. CALGARY (CP) - -  The mild weather in .,i: "The critical period is still to come,", she 
Alberta and Saakatchewan should not iiurt 
furmers unless it is followed by a lack of 
spring rains, say agriculture officials. 
: Temperatures on the Prairies have 
remained well above zero since late 
• January, with little snow. 
Soibmoisture levelsare slightly lower 
',than ormal, but analysts ay it will have 
little effect unless there Is a dry spell 
during thecrucial planting period. 
Ted O'Brien, drought analyst with the 
Regina-based Prairie Farm Rehabilitation 
Association, said most  Saskatchewan 
~renervoirs are at normal levels, but the 
!lack of snow in the south points to a lower 
'spring runoff. 
Crop scientist Brian Fowler said winter 
wheat in many" parts o f  Saskatchewan 
said. 
0nly a small fraction of Saskatchewan 
farmland Is seeded for •winter crops. But 
Dan Schmiassar, Saskatchewan. Wheat 
Pool research analyst, said a frost could 
devastate individual farm operations. 
The warm spell is a mixed" blessing for 
wildlife, said Bruce Lesson, an en- 
virenmentul and ecological researcher 
with-Parks Canada. 
Game animals, such qS deer and elk, will 
find the foraging easier in the warm 
weather. With less snow,-tl~ey can r~nge 
more ~reely and more fodder is exposed, be 
sald. 
These in hibernation, such as ground 
needs more snow to protect it from cold .squirrels and bears, may wake up, but 
:weather later this winter, likely wun't'ream been,use the types of 
~" Fowler said winter wheat seeded into' vegetation ~ey eat still won't be available. 
• stubble came through the~pre-Chrlstmas " "They'd sort' of raise the blind, look 
~year because of lack of snow cover. 
southern Alberta, fanned by warm 
chinook winds, is also dry, "but'it's a. bit 
early for serious concern yet," said Conrad 
Gietz, agro-metcorelogist with the Alberta 
Agriculture Department. 
Farmers hould start to'worry if the dry 
spell persists into late April, when early 
pastures come in.to use, or May, When crop 
seeding s tar ts  in earnest, he said. 
Winter wheat and rye crops are under a 
more immediate threat. Snow cover, which 
protects the crops planted last fail, has 
melted in manyplaces, exposing ~)lants to 
damage if there shouldbe a sudden cold 
snap. 
Peggy LeSueur-Brymer, information 
analyst for the Alberta Wheat Pool, said the 
threat of winter kill remains until late 
February. 
the frozen ground during the winter, 
burrowing in the insulating show. Without 
snow cover, they could freeze, he said. 
Some plant life is sprouting, but Lesson 
said the threat of damage is small unless 
the warm weather is followed by a severe 
cold snap. 
However, the pores of some trees, mainly 
evergreens, have opened, releasing their 
moisture, a~.d the roots underground.can't 
replenish them, As a result, he said some 
branchels could dry up and die. 
Lessen played down suggestions that a 
lack of snow could affect spring runoff and 
water levels in streams and rivers. He said 
most of the runoff in Alberta comes from 
high mountain areas where snow is still 
plentiful. Prairie waterway levels depend 
more on .spring rainfall for their water 
levels. 
Solidarity leaders fearful 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- British Colum- 
bla's top union leaders were always afraid 
of a general strike and were dragged 
reluctantly into last November's public 
sector work stoppages'by grass.roots ac- 
tivism, says history professor Bryan 
Palmer. 
Palmer and Mike Kramer, secretary- 
treasurer of the B.C. Federation of Labor, 
squared off Tuesday at Simon ~'raser 
University, speaking on a panel examining 
the two-week strike, 
Kramer said sanity prevailed when 
leaders of Operation solidarity, the trade 
union alliance, called off the unprecedented 
program of escalating strike action, they 
launched against . the' Social Credit 
gove~, ment's restraint measures. 
"I dk not believe that we could put it 
together as well we did. . ,  we were feeding 
off each other," said Kramer, "And we 
goddamn near had a rumble in this 
province. 
"But sanity sot in. We are elected by the 
memberships we serve , . .  , and ln:~ 
discussions with our members they.~sald ,. 
we II go with you, but don t draw us over the 
cliff." 
Kramer was defending the move to' end 
the strike following the B.C. Government 
Employees Union contract settlem~t,:and 
to send International L W0odworkers. of 
America president Jack Munro to Kelowna 
to meet with Premier Bill Bennett and sign 
a deal Mready~ draft~! In Vnncouver. ~
DIFFERENT VIEW 
Palmer, who specislizee in labor history, 
saw things differently. 
"In B.C. between July 7 and Nov. 15 We 
saw mazalve mobilization, but we saw no 
leadership. We saw labor's triumvirate of 
(federation preeidentArt) Kube, Kramer. 
and Munro •.  • tail the mobllisaUon ~at  
began outside of their control and escalated 
"In a climate of vicious Socred restraint, 
labor's leadership was itself restrained 
rather then combative. Only after the 
Communist party and a broad left alliance 
of'women;s groups, gays and.rank-and-file 
workers and citizens .... formed the Lower 
Mainland Anti-budget Coalition did 
Operation Solidarity begin." 
Palmer said the federation leaders were 
uncomfortable with solidarity's momen- 
tum: "As the movement progressed for- 
ward; it was shocking how much restraint 
was forthcoming from .that labor hierar- 
chy." 
Palmer said labor's leaders didn't want a 
mass~ action and weren't prepared to 
"unleash the forces of class anger evident 
in the days of October and November." 
TOO COSTLY 
Kramei" said Operation Solidarity would 
havefaced unbearable,legal costs had it 
carried on with the strike program. 
"We w~re in a situation where we were 
goldg to~ the meat in {be'grinder for the. 
courts' and the LRB (Labor .Relations 
BoardY.:.They weren't going,,to put trade. 
'unions in~ail but they, were going to bleed 
our coffers ..:, We were going to face fines 
and n/ore fines. 
Palmer criticized i operation .Solidarity 
for using education workers ~ a group with 
• little strike exporlence-- as the first wave 
in the escalating eneral strike. 
Kramer said the "teachers asked 
IhelzCthey weren't- forced/' :, 
Palmer als0 'criticized the private-sector 
union leadership --especially those with 
legal righl to strike like the forest untons -- 
for not becoming more involved in .the 
Solidarity mobillzatlen. 
"The road to Kelowna was paved with 
,~  ,~,,, ,n~ln! Ihnt  thor  a rew fear fu l  and  labor  bureaucrats  and  mandar ins  
operations. 
RAILWAY LAYOFFS "/' . . . .  
Meantime, B.C. Railway has dropped three four. 
m.an yard crews in Prince George, two in Mackenzie 
and one in Williams. Lake because of reduced pulp 
shipments. A'company spokesman said he is not sure 
hmV many jobs/will actually be lost because of a 
Comphcated seniority system that allows the crews to 
bump junior emPloyees. • " - . " 
"It probably means that some part-time workers 
wen'the called in," said JerrY Collins. "But if this 
thing (lockout) gobs on for a ~hile, lumber shipments 
could be affected. Itcan only ~et worse from ow |)oint 
of  v iew."  
In Prince .Rupert, where 450 pulp and paler 
workers were locked out at BC Timber, city council 
voted Monday night to send a letter to Forests 
Minister Tom Wateriand and Labor Minister Bob 
McClelland.urging the government toorder the two 
sides back to work during a cooling.off period. 
Aid. Dave Cook said the shutdown is "a blow to the 
• economy of the, city that we just cannot olerate." 
In Prln~e George, :Chamber of Commerce 
president Rick Ingrain said:his city wil! begin to feel 
the pinch soon. " '~: " 
Ingrain, who owns a fo~d/equipment company that 
checking the continued balkanization of the country's pensive treatments not 
agriculture industry, covered by provincial 
supplies logging campS, said he usually.has three or Fjordbotten said Ontario's new beef industry plans health care plans. 
four customers come in (~n Saturdays "but there was threaten the stabilization Program and Quebec's recmtt 
nobody last weekend."' ~,! . . . . .  : decision to set up its own meat grading system is "ex- 
.L ''I know business in the ~upnly and transl~ortati0n pressly intended to limit our sales of beef in Quebec" The [ 
sector is feeling it:'" he said.'- " '. Qtlebec market akes 38 per cent of Alberta's beef. I ~ R A I  / 
' : . . . . .  ' ' " I, -Tbe balkaniz~ition started with some provinees' attempts ] I " "  v , . , ,=w- - -  
. . . .  " ~ " & r" f 4 *~ "r , , :  • '* , '  ~ in the' 1970s to become self-sufficient in certain areas of ~ Annnintmmd 
]~ i~ ~.~-~,,.~i-;:.,.~-~.~!~i~_ j.~/~/.'~:~!;.~.,~.~ . :.~"_. JL ~ farm p~t ion  andhas .spread like a disease, Fjordbotten / ~ q~l~, , ' , '~ ' "~." "  
, . .  ~,,, ~ ,~.;~..,..,~ F ~'_.',~:~,~ ~'~L~, .  ,=~,~,'Y~-~,:,...~ ~,, ,~: ~ ~ ~ .-What;we,re seeing m Canada ns a contmmng breakdown- [ ...... .-r..;.. ~ . . . . . . . .  
OTTAWA (CP) --  Consumer~and the economy are being of a united,' cohesive action .in our national agriculture /:. r , m': ~ ~ '  ' 
• " : . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  " • ' , ,  , " • ~':': :~i .  hurt by government-imposed import quotas and excessive industry. ~:~ ~ 
regulation of the transportation industry; says the govern- Fjordbotten said a meat-stabilization plan will have to ~ ~ 
meat's chief corporate waichdbg, include a limit on how much income assurance provincial : :~  
• The annual report of Lawson Hunter, director of in -  and federal governments ean offer, despite thefederation's • ~ 
vestigation and re sea, r ~ for the Consumer and Corporate decision earlier Tuesday that provinces hould be free to • ~ ~ 
Affairs Department, also warns the supermarket chains he supplement s abil!zation benefitS. ' ~ 
is keeping a close watch on the buying groups they have Meanwhile, Whelan hinted there is little hope for a major ~ ~ ' ; ~  
formed' to determine: whether consumers and smaller expansion of loan money available from the Crown-owned : . .~ 
businesses are being hurt. Farm Credit Corp. 
Hunter's report, which provides an annual assessment of FARM DEBT GROWS 
the state of, competition in' the country, was tabled in Farm debt has grown to the point where more than half J .  /~ Jbn  
Parliament this week. the FCCs loans in 19¢3-- a total of about $735 million -- are 
Although there are indieatiol~s of "a slight •tendency" going/to~refinanco existing debt, Whelan said. Herma~son 
toward lowei; ceneentratien levels within Canadian in- Credit'iS "a vital concern" but more borrowing won't 
dustries, the change is too small to suggest competition is solve problems cre~ted by low farm prices, Whelsn during Ross A. Walker, vice- 
on the mcreaso r that fears of ~cesoive concentration are a* questien period, president, CN Rail's Moun- 
unjustified, ~e report says. " -"No way can you finance apour marketing system just by fain Region, Edmonton, 
One .of the best ways of sustaining keen' competition loaning, loaning, loaning money." announces the appointment 
within the m~ketplace is to ensue free trade exists with He said if hisdepartment had money to spare it would be of Allan Hermanson to the 
other, countries, the repor;t, say.s~ . : better spent on research, position of regional manager, 
"When frec.trade'preyalls, domestic firms must take the Agriculture ,Canada pa~,s 'for about half of all the planning and administration. 
degree of imporl competition into account in their business agricultural research in the country at a cost of more than ~ his new position Mr. Her- 
conduct. To the extent that tariff and non-tariff barriers $200 mill ion a year, Whelan said in a table-thumpin6 manson will be responsible 
exist, f irms may be insulate~t from the competitive challenge to private business, for regional planning, capital 
' * - budgets, ~esoarch services. 
press0re of imports. This can result in higher prices and a ~Whelan spoke hours after delegates approved a administrative services and 
reduced range of consumer choice for products,!' statement asking Ottawa to restore the FCC to its former merchandise claims and 
QUOTAS IMPOSED . role as the major seuree of long-term farm loans, prevention serviceS, n his 
• , f - . . . 
Domestic examples of trad, e impediments anted by IJ t D id"  "esse-  broadened role. hewill bring 
Hunter include restric.tions .imposed. by the federal "'r-or" ,o,o focus all SUCh projects 
government on the import of clo{hisg and leathel' footwear, and programs which generally 
'The restrictions'are designed largely to protect jobs, cross functional ines. Mr. 
Hermans0n will continue to especislly in Quebec, within these two sectors. The resalt is BRIDGETOWN, Barb- He said a study of the be located in Edmonton at 
that lower-priced imports, mainly from Asia, are not odes (Renter)-  U.S. State project is circulating in the CN Rail's regional head- 
allowed to flood .the mdrket, 'squeezing out domestic Secretary George Shultz Reagan administration's quaffers. 
products, has given his blessing to an Office of Management• 
In the end, consumers pay more to save Jol)s for a short airport on Grenada that was 
time, Hunter says . .  ' / . ' started by the Cubans, 
The report stresses the need f0ra':n:efficlent trai~sportatio', ca!led a strategic threat by l ; ~ v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  v ~  
system to increase the compet!tiveneas of  businesses. President Reagan and may k ~ 
Hunter does not identify specifie!~examples of what he be completed by the United k 
calls "unnecessary economic :i~gMation" .AK the tran- States. k 
" . . . . . .  . . . . . .  nlnn 
spsrtstionsectorbutsayssngmflca0tehaugesareneededm D~ing a day when he • 
the rules governing airlines, ocean shipping, inte~r-city raised the Stars and Stripes 
trueing and rail f~eight. " -~  :~ over Grenada's first U.S. k 
Hunter says his department i'Sclosely studying the im- Embassy and watched " | 
pact buying groups, especially in the food industry, are American skydivers per- LP 
having on the consumer and Industry In general, form at . the island's Presents 
For example, the eompetingsupormarket chains of .Independence Day, Shultz q 
Dominion Stores Ltd. and Steinberg Inc~ have formed a said the airport would be 4 
joint operatlonealledVolumeOne.topurchasegoodstor used for tourism rather than 4 STEAK & LOBSTER 
their stores. '~ '  as a base for military 4 
Such large'buying groups-have the potedtial to lessen operations. 4 DINNER 
competition beth at the retail :and wholesale level, the He said the .airport was 4 
relmrt warns, designed by the Cubans for 4 
The government is expected 'to introd,,ee n new corn- aggressive purposes. The , 0"~ $1095 
petition act this mon}h. Previous attempts fin the past Cubans were.ousted from 4 ~0~ $ 
decade to change the current legislation, the Combines Grenada after U.S. forces 4 
Investigation Act, have been unsi~ccoesful, largely because invaded the island last 4 • / , . ~ ~ ~ 1 ~  
of opposition from business. " October following the 4 
murder of'Marxist Prime 4 RESERVATIONS 4 Sauve progressing Minister MaurieeBish°pby ' PLEAS 'CALL  • a more r~die~l group; 
• Noting that his own U.S .  4 635-9161 
I ' Air Force jet had landed at 4 
@£TAWA (CP)  - -  Governor-general-deeignate Jeanne the airport at Point salines, 4 Bavarian 
sauvecontinues to make "Very, very good progress" in her Shultz told a conference on 4 The  
fright agahiSt arespiratory ailment hat has kept her in the island Tuesday: "It is ~ • [Hg  
hospital for two,weeks, a spokesman for Ottawa General certainly a facility that is 
Hospital said today, needed there and, ope way , 4 4332 Lakelse Ave. ~5-9161 ~k 
'"rhedoctersareverv.vervsatisfledwith the  nro~ress  so  or  nnnther .  I 'm sure  i t  w i l l  A A A  A A ~ . . . . . . . . . .  4~ 
!• 
. r .  ~ . 
t i "  
da i l  hera ld  , .... SPORTS 
Vancouver  Whi tecaps  ' -  
Alan Hinton hired to re stO/efaith 
"~, ,~ ~ : , > • 
VAlqCOUVER (CP) --  the field and off. general manager  Peter Whitecaps out? of*; 'the of 30 assists which: sti 
Alan Hinton has been given "We've got.to make sure 
one year to restore public these lcontroversial issues 
faith in the floundering stop. It's importan'tthatall 
Vancouver Whitecaps' the doubting Thomascs in, 
operation in the North this city come together as 
American Soccer League. one." 
Hinton was named head The Whitec~aps.have been 
coacl~ of the outdoor beset by inner turmoil since 
Whitecaps at a surprise late last year. First it was 
news conference Tuesday disclosed that the team-had 
by an almost equally new an accumulated debt of $4.5 
general manager Colin million. 
Fleming. Tiien, with businessman 
"The one-year contract is J. BOb Carter at the controls 
no big deal," said Hinter. as chairman of the  
"The issue here is to make revamped board, beth 
the club successful, both on coach John Giles and 
Bridgwater resigned over a 
controversy surrounding a
player .transfer• 
CHANGES MADE 
Colin Fleming, vice- 
president of  finance for 
C.ai'~r oil and Gas Ltd., 
was .installed astnter im 
general manager and Derek 
Possee took over from Giles 
as - coach of indoor 
Whitecaps. 
Fleming now is full-time 
general manager, in charge 
o f  front-office operations 
and he selected Hinton as 
the man to lead the 
Abdul-Jabaar .sinks Pacers 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 
stole a page from his 
glorious past, collecting 33 
points and sinking Indiana 
Pacers with a hook shot 
with 30 seconds remaining. 
Abdul-Jabbar lifted the 
Lakers to a 106-105 victory 
Tuesday night over the 
Pacers in the National 
Basketball Association. 
The seven-foot-two Abdul-. 
.Jabbar hit 15 of 24 shots 
from the field. 
In other games, it was 
Milwaukee Bucks 112 
Kansas City Kings II0 in 
overtime, Washington 
Bullets 95 Houston Rockets 
92, Phoenix Suns 138 San 
Antonio Spurs 131, Detroit 
Pistons 130 Cleveland 
Cavaliers 99, Atlanta Hawks 
109 New Jersey Nets 102, 
Chicago Bulls 104 
Philadelphia 89, Portland 
Trail Blazers 101 Dallas 
Mavericks 85, Denver 
Rockets 1.15 Seattle 
SuperSonics 105, and San 
Diego Clippers 109 Utah 
victory. Marques Johnson .won its 11th game in its last 
and Junior Bridgeman led 14. 
the Bucks in scoring with 23 Bulls 104 76ers 89 
points each. Reggie :~heus came off 
the bench to,ignite a fourth- 
Bullets 95 Rockets 92 - quarter flurry as Chicago 
Jeff Ruland scored 25 
points, pulled down a 
career-high 24 rebounds and 
sank the game-winning 
layup with 53 seconds 
remaining as the host 
Bullets rallied in ~e final 
moments. It was the 1,270th 
NBA game for the Rockets' 
Elvin Hayes, tying him with 
ex-Boston star John 
Havlieek for most games 
played in league history. 
snapped a six-game losing 
streak and sent the injury- 
depleted 7Oars to their sixth 
loss in seven games. 
Blazers 101 Mavericks 85 
Keuny Carr scored: 23 
points" and. Calvin Natt 
added 17 as Portland offset 
a 42-point performance by 
Mark Aguirre to send the 
Maverieks'to their fifth 
straight setback. 
Suns 138 Spurs. 131 Sonics 115 Nuggets 105 
James Edwards and Gus Williams had 25 
Larry Nance each scored 22 points as Seattle extended 
• points for Phoenix as San its winning streak to four 
Antonio lost its fifth games. The Nuggets were 
straight, led by Kiki Vandeweghe's 25"
points a~d 11 rebounds.. 
Pistons 130 Cavaliers 99 
John Long scored 24 Cllppers 109 Jazz 103 
points and, with Kelly Rieky Pierce sank. four 
Tripucka, keyed a 24-12 free throwsin thefinai five 
Jazz 103 . . . .  surgeat  the start of the • segonds,.,and :Ter ry~. .~ 
• midge 'scbred et t" " "'~ ]~.  " 
• "/" ~:':S~9~d 'b'aJf'"fPr'Det'r°Jt" ~ poets down the stretch to BUCKS I I~  Kk igs  I I0  ' " '  " "  "'" : ' "g~'~ . . . . .  
• Sidney Monerief sank two Hawks 109 Nets 102 " fuel San Diego's•comeback 
free throws with four Dominique Wtlkins scored victory in Los Vegas, Nev. 
seconds left in overtime to 24 points and 'Glenn (Dec) Adrian Dantley had 40 
lift the Bucks to the road Rivers added 20 as Atlanta points for ,Utah. 
wilderness of publicap'atb~,, stands. 
with P0ssee ~. as ;hssisl:~fiit 
outdoor coach. - " ,~, ~' "It's gre~t o be. back,' 
"My policy 'has a!wa~,~ addedHinton,4i, a native o 
Wednesday, England. i"  
been to tel lthe trufli~%sai~t have very fond memories o 
Hinter. "I I~opo todays!seeS 
. . . . . . . . .  my year in Vancpuver." the end of theseus'can. 
:' Hinter has four years troverslal issuesi,::,i ~"~:": " " : ' " ' 
It wad beea~'Oi ' :~ob coaching experience inth 
Carter's tremendo~"'per- NASL, ' one '  with Tuls 
suasion that I ac~epted,~is ' Roughnecks and three:Wit 
position. 'He looked me in Seattle Sounders. He too 
the eyes and said he'wanted the Sounders to the SOcce 
this club to be v part of a Bowl in 1982, losing 1-0t 
winning situation."* ~, " i~  . New York Cosmos, then wa 
Carter' said the h i r ingd|  ' replaced ~ when ne~ 
HInton was done at / the ownership took Over th 
recommendation . of ~ Seattle franchise. 
Fleming add was approv~ He spent last seaso: 
by the board of directors~ living in Seattle an, 
"I believe Alan Hinter iS working as a player agenl 
going to make ~ a wih'ner," The Sounders folds 
said Carter. "I'm not,us~! following the 1983 eeasov 
to making changes, I don't Hinton's NASL coachin~ 
like it, but what's happened record is 72 wins and 5 
was done in the best  in'. losses in league play, p|u 
terests of the team." an 11-7 log in playoffs.:~ 
PLAYOFF FLOP:  Fleming 'said he Wa 
The Whitecaps had the misquotedlast week when i
best record (24-6),'in ,the, was reported Hinton wa 
NASL last" season, under out of the picture in Va, 
Giles, but for the fourth couver because severs 
straight year lost in the first rival NASL  genera 
round of the playoffs, this managers had advised hie 
time in two straight to agains.t hiring Hinter. 
Toronto Blizzard. "I refused to allow mysel 
Hinton was a playing, to be infiuenced by publl, 
assistant coach for the opinion," said Fleming 
Whitecaps in 1978 and set an "Alan Hinter is. the righ 
NASL single-season record man for this job." 
BUY.-- TRADE - . -  
Lafleur !ties Beliveau's/:Career:points record 
After scoring nm ~uum I 
goal in Brendan Byrn e 
Arena in the New Jeisey, 
Meadowladds a few weeks 
ago, Guy Lafieur. reached 
another plateau in the same 
building Tuesday night , 
tying Jean Beliveau as 
Montreal. C a.podiens~.are~n 
polnts leader, i,:~;~ :.r~i ,.,~.," 
In a 5-2 Montreal vietory 
over the Devils, Lafleur 
scored his. 505th goal to 
move past Beliveau into~ 
s~eond place behind 
SELL 
'Mauriee Richard (544) in don'tcomplicate things foi' : Mike Anton0vlch pulled and Patrick Sundstrom, 
all-time Conadiens goal ' myself b~; .~ continually theDeVllswithin 4-2early !n who added another, his 27th, 
scoring, thinking about beating these the 'third period before in the third. 
He also earned twoassists records. ' Laf le~,  with his 22rid of the "We've always had a'lot 
for a career total Of 1,219 "Tl~ere are two things I'd season, closed out the of success against Quebec,"' 
points, tying-Beliveau, like to accomplish before I. "scoring. spid veteran Vancouver 
"It makes me happy to tie retire, I'd •like to score~545 New Jersey suffered its defenceman Harold 
Jean Be liveau and get three goals and. win .another: ~,~ixth straight home defeat Snepsts~ 'qguess we just try 
i i : ,~n~a~,~.~,  iy:6d~,~it~:i~t~gra~.!o dnd:shut dow~  
hjghti~ said~fl~ur.i'-~,~t' 'I !;; .C~,'~a~,~: ;i i~¢':: ~!~ " i :!~i:~ i  ,:.la~l~bbmeigames, ~!~i~,.,~. :~-..~thqlr s~Pl:ers.i~ ~ :~: ~i ~i;,~.,~,~; 
. . . .  Thats  my .source .of ' islanders S Oilers 3 " ' -"~ ' 2 - "  ! " i*i/~ 
I moti~,ation right' how." . r --. " . vmmes muss . . . r  
• .'see.we wss the 10th in a Richard Kromm pull~l 
Other NHL l~.,sults, row, including a four;game 
N 6 R  Tuesday: . New ..... York  sweep: in the Stanley Cup goaltender Mike Liutout0f 
position and slipped his fifth Islanders 5, Edmonton i final'last spring, for New goal of the season- in to : the  
S t  Oilers 3~ ~ ~Vanc0~vel" York'over Edmonton. St, Louis net With 2:18 
 ndinms Canucks ,,  or; / .is Potvin, C ark remaining to iift C-'garyto 
, , diques 2; Ca lgary  F lames  2, Gi l l ies aiul Butch Goring the road win, 
St. Louis. Blues 1~ and" put the Islanders up 3.0 in Calgary's Jim Peplinski 
EASTERN CONFERENCE Hartford Whalers 4, ~ Detroit the first period but the hadopened'scoring 2:47 into Atlantic Division Red Wings 1. 
RENT - -  GAR  GE: SA 
HELP WANTED 
SER VICES 
and many more in the 
d ~ ~  y ~ ~ ~ ~ m d ~ '  ~ ,~. ,~ / . * : ,  
'"".,.~,' ::::;- .-~., .A'.=./*. , "~ 
'" "~" " L~ ~: '  , 
Y . ! " ,  
,/;~:, ~ ,~..~, 
• : . :  . , 
• . , . r  
W L 'Pot. GBL 
• '  Boston 38 10 ,792 
; '  Philadelphia 30 17 ,630 7'/= 
/~ New York 28 18 ,609 9 
New' Jersey 25 24 .510 13'~ 
Washington 22 26 ,458 16 
',! ". !. . CsMral Division . 
.A'tiants " '..20 21 .571 
,.' pet ro l t '  " 06 21 ,553' 1 
M ~voukee. 26 22 .54g l~h 
L ' Chicago 17 211 .378 9 
Clavelend iS 31 ,326 ' t l~  
~. Indians ,~.  13 33 ,283 13V~ 
"~ *WESTERN • CONFERENCE 
~ '{ ; ' ~" ' 1" M idwest  D iv i s ion  
) ' / ' - ' , :U tah , '  ' " -' 30  IS  .61S  - - '  
~:~o,aa  ~s 8~ .sfo" sv, 
Denver 20 20 .417 10 
Houston 20 20 ,417. t0 
.. 'Son Antonio 120 29 .40B !01/~ 
'~Kansos City 19 26 .404 I O½ 
, Passes Olvicicn 
Los' Angeles 31 16 .660 
Portland 30 20 .600 2V= 
: Seattle 26 20 .565 4v~ 
,Golden State 22 27 .449 10 
~..Phoenix 21 27" 438 10','~ 
~Ssn Diego I'6 32.133 i S ' /~  
'~/("~ " " TpaSday Results . " 
~ Atlodte '109. New Jersey 102 
~ Cfllc~go •104 Phlladelplo, 89 . ' : 
~:'" Detrot 130 C eveland 99 . 
~,~ LOS .Angelus" 10/, Indians 105 
: ,~"MI Iwe0kee- ) l~  Kansas City 
.110 (OT)-  
" ~ " [ Phoenix 138 San Antonle 131  -20 words  PorUand" f0t Dallas $5 • Seattle IlS Denver t0S 
Woshlngton 95 Houston I)2 
: • Tonlghl's Oomes 
' Chicago at* New Jersey 
• . ' ~ . , , '  . '  .,. Houston at PhlR~lphlo ' 
I da,._ii . _ , '  / _0 2.0'0 ' Newi~°sG°klen Store af C leva lsnd .  yokAng les87atMlwoukeeBOStOn 
Kans';s City at San ANonlo 
Dallas st Denvei. 
Portland at Sen Diego 
Thursday Games 
Seattle at Indians N 
, ~ ~ Anenta @t' Phoenix N 
seeut| 'e days,__' i ii _-L, 4 .50  .HL 3 con St ndings 
5 consecutive 
our handy/¢i ipout coupon on page 8 
Waias  Con ic rMIoo  
. . . .  you tvant  it. 
you 've  got ,t,. . " in ,. the Class eds 
Patrick Division 
WL T F A P 
Islandsr~s "34 20 . |  246191"70 
Rangers 31 IS 6 222 201 68 
Phn a 21 16 9 232 1119 45 
Wash 30 21 4~1 171 64 
Plate l i  07 S 16(, 237 17 
New Jersey I1 3Y S 14t 229 27 
• Adams DIvl|icn 
Boston 3S 1(, 3 240 171 73 
Buffalo 33 I(, ~ 215 176 71 
quebec.  :It 20 6 llSl 195 64 
Montreel ..2(, lS S ~t! 202 57 
Hartford "" 18"10 S 100 225"44 ~ 
C lmpb ln  Confarmce 
• "" Howls Olvisice - " 
MInne$0td 29 21 4 241 230 ~2 
St. l.oul~ 22 2~ 'S'2O~ ~2~ 4# 
~ ¢hlckgo ", 21 19' '6 190 210'41 
, 'Det ro i t  ' 16 81 d ~1~ 24i 41 
TorontO " • 11 I Y ] 1 6 ~ 3 210 d0 
.In East Rutherford, N.J., 
the Canadians aiso got goals 
from Craig Ludwig, Ryan 
Walter, Mats. Naslund and 
Bob Gainey;' Centre Bobby 
Smith drew three assists as 
Montreal won for the first 
time in four games, 
Walter, Naslund and' 
Oilers forced a 3-3 tie with a 
secorid-peTlod goal by Dave 
Hunter and goals by Charlie 
Huddy and Rick Chartraw 
early in the third period, 
John Tonellf scored the 
w!nner at I0:24 and Potvin 
added an empty-net goal at 
19:50 for insurance• 
Canueks 4 Nordiques 2 
Gainey all scored before In Quebec, Wllf Paiement 
New Jersey replied with a scored for the Nordiques 
Mel Bridgman power-play .and Thomas Gradin for the 
goal at 11:26 Of the second CanuckSln th~ first psi'led. 
period. . Dale Hunter put Quebec in 
Ludwig restored the front but Vancouver led 3-2 
three-goal lead 90 second~ after two periods on goals 
later. , . by Tony Tantl, with his 36th, 
BCJH,L Roundup 
the second and Brian Sutter 
tied it 14 seconds later. 
St• Louis held a 38-24 shots 
advantage but Calgary 
goaltender ReJean Lemelin 
was superb, again, ex- 
tending his unbeaten streak 
to 15 games (9-O-6)• 
Whalers 4 Wings 1 
In Hartford, Conn., . 
Detroit's Dwight Foster 
scored a short~handed goal 
after' only 1:46, but the 
Whalers got consecutive 
goals from Sylvain Targeo~ 
- -  the 28th of the season for 
the rookie,- Greg Malone, 
Brett Hull, chasing the c~f the ~5-goai second period. 
B.C. Junior HockeylLeague "The last time these two 
goal scoring record, scored •teams played it's be~n a 
four times Tuesday night to • shootout, 
lead Penticton:Knights tea  i "It always eems that we 
13-9 win over Rovelstoke play. this way . against 
Rangers. Revels take." 
Hull now has 73. goals,.• 'LAKER8 15 BUCKAROOS 0 
nine shy of the record set • 
. . . .  In Vernon, the Lakers 
wh, i l e  playing f ° r l S t  year b  Cliff.Ronning' ended their three-game 
i . ' . .  " ~i .... " -. blanking WestmmsterRoyals.• New losing streak by 
i . . . . .  Surnmerland Buckaroos nomer games Tue~ay., o"  . . 15- 
night, Vernon Laker ' s tamed ~ ' 
BLUE HAWKS a FLYERS S 
In Abbotsford, ~Glen 
Engevik's third goal ~f the 
game was  the winner:as 
Burnaby Bluehawks ~lged 
the Flyers 6-5. 
Abbo~ford had a ~ ~mir 
from Oike Bullm. ~ ~, 
. Burnaby led 3-0 and...5-,3 by 
periods, 
Burnaby netminder Brian 
Deley made 39 saves, while 
AI Loring made 38 saves for 
Abbots ford. S . . . . . .  'ShannOn -Pohl scored . ummerlanu UucKaroes lb,_ • .,.-.;~, . .:~ 
. . . .  :'..* .. ~_~ three*goalS to lead the - . *  
o, uurnany rune: nawss : . .  , .. : ' ~ . . . .  ' CLIPPERS 7 I~)CKEYE8 6 , ~.. • ~ ~ L, asers,"whiie Rob Kosmn, edged Abbotsford FlyerS ~.  ~ ,~ .~ t[ ' Y~ ' ' ~ - In Rlehmond,'Dale Brisc0 
and.' Nanaimo. ~Clippers...,. K . . .  :..,L~. , g Scored his second goal of the • . " , .... ,. ', owaJ scoi~tW~each T e downed Riehmondsoekeyes,~ La]~e~ l "~ .... ~ ,.- ' game at 18 secondi~ of 
eo  4-O and 11-4} b 7-6'1n overtime.', i .  ". "'>'.r[~rlo~ ~ 'i" . ' . Y sudden-death, overtime, to 
In - / l~entict0n, ' Tim ,, ~ ' *~' -/ - " " :~ lead Nanaimo Clippers,to a 
Comeau,.Aar'0n ~c0tt, ,Mike 'h ~i /' 7"6_~Win Richmond Sockey., 
Boreal each had two gEals a 
• • - ; The. '.win moves ~ the, for the Knights, Paul saves, /~ . . . . . .  - 
" , " ' .~ Clippers backinto a second. 
Mottlshaw led the Rangers "It was lhevitable we"p lace  tie with Richmond I n  
with three goalS, , •were going to come out of 
The teams Were tied l-I at the slump and we were 
the end of the first.perled,~ i going to explode' when we 
but Penticton led 9-8 after' 'did;' ~aid Ve -^~- . ,  + ' * :  , rnon coo~,: 
the second. M ike  Enemark. "That's 
ROt to second period t~aetly what happened 
outburst tonight. • • 
• • smv~..o,vls~ a~ Rick Kozuvacl~, of Pent *"It wouldd:t 1ratter what Edmonton 39 t l  S $16 224 " I 'm 
Calgary 2220 ff .0 . sss  surprised but I'm color the uniforms were 
vancouvarWlnnlmg =o2° 311' s' 2.121 80=17 46" not surprised," PenUcton tonight. We would have 
• . Los Angeles t627  f l  ~20 111 '43. coach  Rick K~Zdvack d/dd Iblo-whknyone a~vay.'" 
the Coastal Divislom "-~./ 
Nunaimo led 2-1 aft~ti ie 
first period, witl~ the 
Seckeyes coming back to 
lead 4-3 after 40 minutes, i
Alton Davis. also scored 
two goals for the Clippers, 
including.the tying goal at" 
.15:14 of the third period. Bill 
Adams led ,the Bockeyes 
with three goals. 
. ' , , ' - , L 
i ' ' "  . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ' ~ . . . .  vhe- ,= l~,~-~-~=~,~, - - ; _  . . _ ___  . . . _ ,  
Sa Hotel . , '~  
, , ,! ~ ; , ,  . + . ' , -  ~ - , ;  , '~.  ,..... . . . . . ' : "  , . ' . ., 
Savala's gotf iW 'p~er  Ini, ;the:: second per iod  Larry Swanson, and Biair weekend-  when th_¢":,lith 
plliy goals and a hat trick Savala's added two more, Pritchard to tie the seoreat annual commerciai'hockey 
T, he Terrace wrest l lng ldub  has had a good and Bindei= Kandola. The Club has been 
~l l l ;on with f ive of Its wrest lers w inn ing  'coached th is 'year  by Ter ry  Brooks and Ear l  
meda lsat the  Northern winter  games and Hamilton and is hoping to make a strong 
th'i 'eeslated to go to the B.C. wir t ter  games in showing at the zone flnalsi in KihNanga On Feb. 
Ft'.St. John later this year. P i c tured  (left to  11th. The toRwrest le rs"at  this' meet w i l l  be 
r ight) ~, front ~ow are Rich 'Wi l son ,  Robert competing in' the provinc ia l  f ina ls  in  late 
Alt/chis01%Kevln'Lynden; Pao ~iod,.i'Back row, .~ ~!February ': in :. Norih L Vancouver~:,i ~:~;Dther 
a l~ Mark  Marchand,  Sam'Derri~:k, Rob Geler  , ' i :meda l i s t  .not p ic tured  • are, T im Gr i s t<and 
(B~0nze medal i i t lnner),  AI Ba! l inger ( s i l ver  "Gurpal  Kandol i i ;  . . ' .7 
m~alw inner ) ,  John Mar t ln , 'Per ryRob lns0n . . ! .  ;. ' , " : '  ; , 
t~7 ' I  . . . . .  : i ~i : ~, : " . ,  • " • : .  
Sk~ena Jr .  gir ls  basketball  team scored. 
another v ic tory  over the weekend when they 
won the gold medal  at the Northern B.C. 
winter games. Members  of theteam are f rom 
(left .t O r ight) ,  f ront rovv, Jan ls  Schaffer 
(coach),, Lora Rold0, Cherie Trudeau, Val 
Phi lpot, Leona .Tank, Dai 'c le Wad!ey, Back 
row, Jennifer Kenney, Coleen Anderson,  
Carol ine Hendry;  Jac i  S lum, Stace Y Buteau, 
Deanne Wilson. 
, . . • 
from Pete Tiehner to take a Darcy Mallett got one and six. tournament gets underway. 
8-7 win over Skeena Hotel in ' Pete Tichner got his first of. Tichner put in his third Eight teams are entered in 
commerc ia l  hockey three on the Idght. Glen goal to give Savais's hack the three day event. 
Tuesday night at the Palahieky seared a late the lead at 14:28 and Darcy Terrace Ornineea All s, tars, 
Terrace a.rena, period goal for skeena to Mallett got his second goal Terrace Chrysler Juveniles, 
. . . .  L " make the score 5-3 for to pad the lead. Gary Hazelton All Stars, Kitimat 
Savala's had a 3-2 lead Savala's. Paalson got a goal with 29 Jr. B Black Hawks, Kiilmat 
after the< first period on Savala's again opened the. seconds left but it was not All Stars, Smithers J r .  B, 
goaisfromLance L gouffe, scoring in the third period "enough as Savala's pulled Prince Rupert Jr. B and, 
Steve Barmen, and Phil with Tichner's econd goal out the 8-7 victory. Terrace B-stars. The first 
Webb; Scoring for Skeena at 1:01. Skeena then " Next action in game of. the tournament is  
were- John Amos,  and answered with three goals commercial hockey will be Friday night at 7 p.m. with 
Graham Bales. • from Chris Reneerklns, Thursday night when Terrace B taking on Kitimat 
Savala's takes on Lakelse ,sll Stars. Admission is St 
• un i t "a -e -  Hotel. ' per game and a weekend 
B ' C ' L Winter  ,,:o .,..,o.o,.o. .= , . , ,o  
f inal results Loc=l Sports Shorts 
Total 
Region G . .S . .B  . . . .  Points I ' 
Fraser-Ft .George ~ 80 69 2114 
K i t imat -S t ik ine  27 ~ 32 ve Minor  . w, ,~ase ~=" moo':--,,,,~ 
Skeena.Queen Charlotte 29 30 25, 809 
Carlboo 30 25 28 720 Terrace Minor baseball association is having a general 
Bulkley-Nechako . 32 22 20 622 meeting for all persons interested in minor baseball. The 
Peace.Llard : .9 11 11 349 meeting wlll teke place Thursday Feb. 12atY:30p.m. inthe 
• ,' ' Isolation Berths Art room at the rear of the Library. The meeting is to stage 
Yukon .' 12 11 . 10 44 executive elections and discuss cost setting for the up 
Queen Charloffes • 2 4 5 22 coming season. For more information call Earl Pedden aL 
Fort  Nelson i 2 2 9 ~3s-s~io. ~ 
Cassiar: • 4 1 ~ li :Basht  .,...lll--*eri: . . -¢~Ion  
• ' " " '; : :'": "the Terrace'BaSket Masie~ defeated the Prince O~rg6 
Badminton club l medal game in wheelchair basketball competition at the' • Northern B.C. winter games. The Terraee team downed 
Prince George B by a seore of 20-18. The team then lost to medal winners : Prince,GeorgeAteam30-10tncomeawaywithasilvei; 
medal for the weekend. <' 
. In aetion Tuesday night at Caledonla the Basket masters. 
Representetives of hr°nze medal in the sen[°r had a rematch exhibltinn game against tlie I°eal R°tarY: ! : !  
Terrace badminton club mixed event. Flaherty and club. Final Score in that game was 42-22 for the Basket 
had a good showing in the Clent were also senior Masters. • 
,Northern B.C. winter games ,men'a'doubles, silver medal Next action for the team will be on Feb. 25 when they take :i 
in Prince George. The club winners, on Kitimat at Rjierlodge at 7:30 p.m. :~. 
pulled in a total of 16 In lilen's doubles Chuck 
medals. Cey and Steve Thomas took 
• Diane Cey andFran  the silver medal and in I t ' s *  R R 'S .P  Dec is ion  
"Power were among.the top ladies doubles Gaylene " ' " 
"meclal Winners. They  Kawinsky and .Judy Time Ao~Ja-a"ll 
teamed up to win a gold "LP Johnson aisQ got a sliver 
ladies senior doubles: medal. Kawinsky also won 
Power .tookthe. silver in. a bronze medal in  ladies If You Don ' t  Own . INDUSTRIAL  ~ 
ladies seni0~" singles and singles, : GROWTH FUND, you sti l l  don't own 
. Cey took the bronze in that The Terrace einb will be the best, RRsP equity fund in 
event. : hosting a fun tournament 
" : ' , Feb, l l th and 12th. There Canada l  • 
Gord.Clentwa's. the men's ' will be. two events, doubles . 1 year -up 32.9 
senior . singles gold "and mixed doubles. To • ' 5 years-up 155.1 
medallst,,and,heand, iCey~ regiSttl~:b;~'at Th0rnhill .Jr: ! !:~ , :  ,,.~ : loyears .up4B4.0  ~: 
were the senior mixed silver: Sei~. on silt. Fdl)~ 11th';it 9 "Corlirlbutlons for 1983 should be made now and 
medal winners. Ray a,m. sharp. There will be a transfers from other RRSPs should be made at 
Flaherty and Fran Power banquet to follow Saturday ANYTIME. 
teamed up to. take the evening. For further Information on Candi's No.! 
, RRSP oqqlty fund, please complete and return 
~e coupon hel=w. . 
- -A l l  f igures  th rough October  31st ,  1983.  D iv idends  re invested .  Of fe r  
made by  prospectus  on ly .  , , , ' 
J PleHe Hnd Ul~tO-date Information on Industrial 
I Gr0wth Fund to ..... ~. i . ' 
J : : . " ' . , ! i  ' 
I C. Michael O'Brlan ' [ i 
I." : 'M~r .v ic lowtoo!  ! I 19t$-650W.Oeorglll, Vllncouver, l.C. vGo4s2 t 
I 1 : '  - - ' ; J I '  ' i i2- l tS3.111# (¢o111¢t )  : .!' 
L 
I 
th is  a great.ad? 
L)ut you missed it . .  
lren't listening at the exact moment a 
~rcial is.air~l on radio or W, you miss it. 
with newspapers! People always find 
read their newspaper. That's why 
tper advertising is the.ideal selling tool : :~ ,  ~ i:
Ivertlsing information and rates, cal l•  }: 
DO'; 
7 
~' : ;~: ~.~ ,.7 . . . .  
':i Shown here are some of the Terrace badminton club's medal Wlnners .:-: : " . ' ,  ::7:: ' " 6 3 5  # : 
-,~ ,iv :.i from the Prince George winter games, lhey~le  (le.ff_ioxlght) back row. ;r . . .. , . ' " <:i: . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  
ChuckCey, Steve Thomas, (front row) Dlanet,  eyano  I -ran P'0wer. . . . . . .  • ' " ' 
,.. • -  
j .t-~:-, 
b 
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the WIZARD of ID 
• gaa and electric billa. ."~,~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • # 
. .  : '  • For  the ..last several " ./':. - .'.:~ :.~ ' . ' :. I"I,1I ~ I "L . ' I~  ~ R ~  P 
.,~ • ', " months I have heen tell- ." " . • . " i " : .  • ': : '. " 
' - : '  :, .. " ing him the gas and elee- , ' . • ':: ~!i:. ' : , .  : - 
" trte bills are a lot lower , bM Brant Parker and Johnny Ha~t,,. , " ,  . : ,~  " . . . .  ;, ' . . . .  . , 
. . . .  IHMAH i . . . ' h o l l e ~  so much about : ~,/: .. " ! ' . 
' 1  ~ ~ /~)  out  the truth he'-fiOIte~-:":~/' , • I ~ 
1 1~k ~ ~I~ . ~ .  . . . .  more  than eve~.' : ;.~'" ' ." ', ' ~ ' I ~:. ,, 
| ~ I~  ~--~. What  he '  .dOesn't...~.." , , I ~ 
l l  , ,~  ~ i ~ ' ','. . umle~tand Ik that thq  .... ' . . ~'. r 
| |  " ~  • I : r .alr~eondltl0ne~ are on " ". .- .. • ~ i l l  
[ | -~  ~ ~L ,~ , : ,. elgll.t months of the y~, :  ,, ,"~ I lfl 
, l  I ~ ;W'A Zl~..~l , wenave threeTVs , 'a re . . ,  -.-.: ' " I  .~ ,P  
i / I . .  ~ |~(.,) : . . "rlger~tor,fr a couple,:,efi ~ ~" I . - I  
.~ I - - ~ ~  ~!~]~ / .  • ; ' . :  space heate~: a ' l l sh  . . : ' I 
' " ' _ I _  M~ ~ - ~ ', . t~hdt, aVCRtlmtthbldds 'i ' 'I 
~lll~i ~i~! - _  -.---, ' ! .play •.night .and day,:a :: :: .":" ' . - . 
, mixer, thre~ eleetrl¢, 'i • 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . • .= . . . , : alarm clocks and he ~ 4 '  : ~ I ~ ]  
u.u .  'i, . . . . .  . Ou Jo l lnnu  f la t t  ' an e leet r l t '  razor .  : •• ' : "  
• , . . . . .  ~ . " " - - . "  ~ ! walkdround tdr f i lng ' - ' ,  : ~ l f  
r 7 ~_ ' :  " "l , ' , - -  ' : IighLq" .oni aftctA~bry- " - - "  Ik'SJ.~,..~/I I 
' " . . . . .  . "  -~  Imdy. 'i ,et no e4~pera . . . .  , .. 
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t . . . . . . . . . .  ~ L~ ' ' / S  ~ [ ammtlt:Pe~.ea~helpine, ' 
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Arno~cl, NIISOn,. But he.hbs his' ducks~/and '~z~es~,' and h is"  
• feafl)ered frlends,have him.'- , :'. ' . ,  : , . : ,.' ,~ , ' 
Twiee a day since this winter began ~, Nelson has drivdn his 
bat eled Vega to the to~Of anInelin~:(h'~t bhieldo a*pond'in , 
this ChiCago suburb. Jammed in t~-fronL seat are bags of 
brea d he forages late at night from ~r~ch bins outside 
• ~e.~.~.!u~S each m0 .m~,g'..a.nd~:afte~00~i,~.hold"Sp~lal 
meamng~ mr; the'59;year~l~ Nor~eglad Immigrant • 
an), Of hls :nine cldldren,.. A 197Sheart'~ttad~ : a~: kept .Sin 
frem:~iorking.~d the famiiyhome is abo'ut:to 'be:solcTfor  ' 
"q~)"~,e;'~e'Cdadn"t tolerate ~Very 'we l l ; "  N,S;n" 
exp!~;.Land ~ ' family "just fell apart.',"" ;. ' " . . 
AS he.!~e'adn for.l~hefrozen pond,'he.keeps a wary eyeon 
the~compi'essor"~at drives astream of dlr~i to the water 
and warms it for the birds, The machine, hse been on'the 
blink.:':.. : ..,, 
Niloon has a.slmple phiios0phy: '"If we didn't pollute the 
land, the birds would not be so tame/They get hungry and 
ean'~t find food, so.they come here." 
He walks towe'rd the pond Where about 100 geese, ducks 
and a swan await breakfast. 
"Yah bee,',' he signals. :'Yah hoo." 
'LIKE A WIFE' 
"Leokat'thisone," he says, dropping a piece,of wheat 
bread on the ice for the mallard. "She'S like'aware. Always 
he ,  by my Side and I d0n't'notice~her. But when rlook for 
her; she'~ there." 
That special mallard almost died this:winter. She was 
sitting on the pond when her body heat melted a hole 
through the ice. She was stuck until Nelson came along to 
help her out, using a pick to chip the lee away. 
Crews from the Streomwood Park District take care ef • 
the 'compt'essor and a daily feeding for the birds. But 
without' the extras.that Nelson supplies, says park. director 
Michael Rylk0, mast"of the geese~/odld.]zave found a 
~armer climate by now." : ; '" 
We wou ldn  t have hundreds of birds out there in the 
winter, ' Rylko said. "But I don't mind, I ~hink it'e a great 
thin~ Ize's doing." . .: ,: . -" ' ' " . 
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Chilean free. 
market:, starts. 
fightihg, bac k 
• ~.ilehas an unemployment rate.of 25 per cent, and. 
unmuon rages at about 30 per cent per year• The eiter- 
hal debt service uses up around a third of her export 
earnings. The 1983 real growth rate has been negative. 
~uring a recent academic onference I attended in 
C~..e,*. these problems were discussed intensively. 
unuean economists are very sensitive about the sag. 
gestion that the problems are due to the right-wing dic- 
tat0rshlp and the experiment with free markets . . . .  
'They point to several Latin Americ/m countries 
with demoeraile regimes and highly-managed 
economies and much poorer economic performance. In 
1961Chile's economic performance was the second- 
best of the 12 Latin American countries. In .1982 it was 
sixth-best, 
• The 1983 date.are not In,but Judging:trom t i~'  
u'oubles mat have oeset the Industrial ~untrtes, there 
are strong, reasons for  attributing Chfle!s. troubles' 
primarily to the world-wide recession. ' . L 
Chile's exports of miningpreducts (primarily cop: 
per), agricultural, fish~, g andindustrlal'produc~ had 
a ~J-por-cent higher verona in the first s~ monms at 
1983 than they had in the same perled in 1980; The pro- 
blem has been the fall in the world price of these pro- 
ducts by I5 per cent, 
The freeing of market forces in 1975 involved the 
dismantling of a complex structure of terrors and 
replacing them with a 10-~er-cent uniform rate. Ex- 
change controls were removed. The social .security 
g stem was privatized. Government employment and dustriel subeldies were slashed dramatically. ~ 
As  a result and aided by a global boom, Chile's 
economy grew at unprecedented rates of around eight- 
per-cent in real terms annually during the.late 70s. In- 
fiat/on abated, the currency was strong and enemploy- 
meet drifted down. People spoke of Chile's economic 
miracle; 
' But It did not last. The global recesslon hit. And.as 
It turns out, there were some economic policy 
mistakes. Politics and lack of experience with erealing 
a free market environment were responsible. 
The deregulation of financial markets had Omitted 
cancellation of a 100-per-cent deposit insurance ~
scheme for banks. Heated competition for deposits: 
caused high Interest rates that attracted omestic and 
foreign depositors in vast quantities. These deposit in- 
flows eovered serious deficiencies in banks' earnings 
and their real estate speeulation. But deposliors did not 
care since they were fully insured. 
Eventually, the bubble burst. Half-finished and an; 
sold condominiums dot the fashionable seaside resort 
of Vine del Mar and the ski ar~a of Portlllo-- not unlike 
the way they do at Whistler, in Florida and at Spain's 
Costa 1el Sol. 
Benevolent dictators want to be loved. So, when the 
fulracle was In bloom, they fully endexed wages to in- 
llatl0n. This anti-market policy made it lmposSthle to 
aeldeve a drop~ real wages necessary to deal wi~ the 
recession of the 1980s. The problem has since:oeen 
eliminated. 
Chilean pelieymakers also made the mistake of 
lining the exchange rate'. The policy brought initial 
short-term stebtiity, but eventually it led~to ~n 0ver~. 
valued peso. This creat4~l serious Jmb.al~ee.s. I_n 1981-' 
8~ capital Inflows stop .pad, e~r ts  deeteaS~r and !arge 
payments deficits devempeo. : : , " r ' 
After devaluation, trade is now balbneed. But 
.many private firms and individuals:~athad teken on I 
obligations in dollars went bank~ui~t. They could not •~ 
earn enough pesos to pay their debt at the higher price 
of dolllaro. - " 
The crisis brought nome.mlnur~treal  from ~e 
free market policies. Tadf.fs .have, ~n ra!s~l ' to~m- 
per-c~nt. Publlc works pro]ec~ are~m operauon. ~x- 
change controls have been relmpod!ed::  , ~. 
But there has been no'wholeaale retur#, t0 
econ0mle nglneering. Importantly, th.e. re has been .no 
rattan of the old hordes of bureaucram wno, once ,n.  
power, Justlfy their employment by harassment of the 
privale sector. • • ~ 
Them Is now a hopeful air among •economists in 
Chile. Recovery of economic ac.tivity.in the !nilustflal 
countries will rekindle demana and ram prlces for 
Chile's #x.orts The country's relatively free market is. 
l~lS~d tot~ike advantage o(the opportunities. I have.no 
doubt that It will do so with great success, 
• ! ::uas proaucers : :  : nervous  
. eempun les  ale pleased with a ~pO~ on the ef~U~e-'Lqdape~nt •Petroleum Ansocint /on ! 
industry. but .natural' gas producers 'are of Canadd, coiled suggestions of a cut ! 
nervous a~uta'suggestion the price of gas "unaoceptable;:' He said g~ was already 
feedstocks:be cut; ;, selling below its replacement cost• 
A committee mad.e: up of industry and Jim Gray, vice-president of Canedi~n 
~; i  I labor:members with federal government Hunter Exploration Ltd., echoed other ~ •I 
:, obse~ers ro¢ommended the pHce of gas to "industry spokesmen but said he would ': ! 
....... ~ all' Industrial.users:be:cut ISper 'cent.. It support d cut if it came only out of govern; i 
r: ~ ~o, id ~e meas m'e, Was crucial to making, meet revenues: The ~:0mmittee report 
, ~?,. Canadian petrochemicals •more.' com.- ,  argu~ governments could recover the- 
~::/,  petitive internationally. . . ; money through normal corporate taxes on ,~ ~ i
changes in overall priein'g, policies al low..  :: ~ 11~ Gray also Opposes aid to the oil-based ~ j i 
:~:~ petr0chemicalfirms tonegotiate individual petrochemical companies, Petrosar and r 
The ,report, issued Monday, also 'cheapei" gas feedstocks. The two firms?;: ' 
recommended thefederalgovernmentgive account for 40 per cent of Canadian ~i' 
up to. ~ million in aid to oil-based petro,~hemieal production. : 
petrochemical producers in Ontario and "They can't have'it both ways," he said. : 
Quebec ~ help them convert to gus:baned " "Why should we give people grants if they 
feedstocks uch as propane an~l butane, adopted a policy that isn't working out in ~ 
Petrochemical firms, many of which had the fullness of time." 
members on the committee, endorsed the EXPECl~ IMPROVEMENT 
report, calling it an impoi~mnt s ep towards Gray said the report projects It will take 
assuring the indnstry's future growth. .several years for recommendations to take 
Bob Pierce, 'president .. of Novacar effect by which time he said natural gas 
ChemicalsLtd., an arm of •Nova Carp. of I markets generally should have improved, i 
Calgary, said the document was a Jim Hay,. chairman of Dew Cheniical , 
i "reasonable compromise," when taken Canada Ltd., said although "the report i 
reaching as far as Europe, 
,,'.a~orities sa id .  :' ~r.' : ' ' '  b : ; ~ " 
.Tbe arrests, culmin/d(on 
0~(a tWo-month ope~atibd l)y 
from an industry-wide perspective. 
Robert D.udley, president of Polysar Ltd.. 
and chairman of Petresar Ltd. of Sarnia; 
Ont., urged Ottawa to move early and 
?oSitively. on the report's recom- 
mendations• 
LEERY OF CUTS 
leaves the questi6n of where a price cut (..i 
should be made for future study the general -,: 
view.was it should come from the•.gove~. 
ment's share. 
He said an underlying" premise of the =~ 
report is a "strong oil and gas industry is -;..! 
crucial to a strong petrochemical s/.,ctor. : :  
But gas produce~ are leery of prlee<ut "It's the taxatiqn that has made the raw - ! 
recommendatious eventh0ugh the report materials tmcompetitive," added Bob i 
seems to suggest the cuts come f rom soath, spokesman for Union Carbide ~i 
federal and provincial front-end taxes and 
royalties: 
lan Smyih, executive director of the 
Canadian Petroleum Association, said gas 
already sells at 65 per cent of the BTU 
equivalent price of oil. Further cuts run the 
risk of eroding already poor producer 
returns, he said. 
Snowy scenes are .back in Skeena area. 
[ 
. Credit ring. caught 
.M I~I  iAP) --/Twenty-" count information'slips and " Police sa id the  alleged 
four s~PeCte have been blank . credit: cards, in~': 'counterfeffers ~vo~ld get 
arrested in'an alleged credit vest!gainrs'said. " c~edit card .holders' names 
card .. r |pg.  believed P0liceidentifiedthe store and account numbers from 
res~nsihle:, for " owners as Julia Redriguez~ store clerks and merchants 
m~timilli0n-dollar i. fraud 34, andMlguel Qua'nones, 33, and in some ca~es from 
and named them as leaders: discarded sales rec'eipts. 
of the ~ alleged~.ring. " ~! i~..~y _satd.~.the ~.materials 
• The potent ia l  loss to the phoneyp]nstic aleavailab]e 
U.S. Secret Service agents 
and police, break up a bogus 
credit card seam that 
stretched 'as far as Swit- 
zerland,': investigators in 
Operation Master Badge 
said. " . . . . .  
"L~a z'a~d at a Miami video 
stere,:, offic.ers seized 
thoud~indn.of dollsrs worth 
of bootleg videotapes, video- 
recording machines, 100 
phoney credit cards, "ac, 
Slings 
and 
Arrows 
at most art SUl)ply stores. 
" ,  • 
..=4 
m "' KOMO'4 "' * 
• I~ ,  :IS News " . .  a ':30 Can't" . ~ 
:45 . Can't : 
ABc - 
.ow, 
KOMO 4 
• i~  ~l~vs 
Fortune ' 
Weeknloht 
Can't 
Can't 
' Can't 
• . , Can't. 
:15 Winter ' 
OlymPic 
Games 
10:  con, :is Can't. 
Can't 
Con°t 
KOMO 4 
XIV  Winter 
.. . Olympic.Games 
ABC News 
:1s 
Canada Ltd. 
Petrochemical executives also defended 
aid to the oii-base'd petrochemical 
producers, saying it is necessary to 
preserve jobs and cut costs. 
Oil feedstocks would not be cut out an. 
tirely since some petrochemieai products 
can anlybe made from oil. 
credit card industry for 
each counterfeit card is 
roughly $I0,000, said in- 
dnstry officials who at- 
tended a news, conferencef 
where" in vestigutors gave 
"details ~ofthe probe. • 
Wifliam ". Neumann, 
general manager for Vtsa~ 
. internati0n'al, said 39 per. 
cent of theWS20 million Visa 
lost through, counterfeit 
credit cards last year was in 
.southern Florida. 
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Hozzard By NIOOI E. Haflnaford 
Wolf cull critics 
ignore evidence 
It was a foregone conclusion that once the en- 
nmentalist ypes heard about the wolf cull propns- 
r normem B.C. this winter; they would raise a col- 
lective howl. 
So. far we have heard fr0m George Cl'ements, from 
the B.C. Ass~. _ldtion for the Protection of Fur Bearing 
~zma~s and Farley M0watt, author of the book Never 
• Cry Wolf. I They both think it's frightful. No doubt here 
will be more comment in the same vein from other peo- 
ple getting on the bandwaggon. ' - , 
. Now Farley Mowatt has guthered'qulto a reputation 
mr himself over the ~ears and his book Never Cry Wolf 
has been made into a film. It deals with his 0bserva.' 
Uons of a gt~oup of Arctic wolves in the Keewatin Bar- 
rens in Eastern Canada. 
I wouldn't choose to argue with anybody who has 
m unaged, to get on first-name terms with a pack o f  
woJves snout bow they manage their domestic affairs. 
I do, however, .know of several experienced wilderness 
useni, gulees, mesl hunters, ranchers and so on, who 
would argue with Mr. Mowatt If he tried to suggest thst 
our own local indigenous timber wolves behave with 
the d~corum of his beloved Angeline and Uncle Albert. 
....... To,try and suggest hat wolves do not seriously in- 
hibit the expansion of northern moose, elk and caribou 
populations is simply to Ignore the evidence. The peo- 
ple Who have proposed and eupported the. wolf cull 
aren't ldets any more than tboy are ro~es, though it 
seems clear from the seuthern press that we In the 
nortltareabout to be portrayed thus. 
JuSt for once; it would be nice If some of our criUcs 
would take the trouble to bvestigate what it Is we are 
trying 4o do up here before they talk about it. Then, if 
.they still feel it's wrong, I guess it's a fi'ee world and 
mey ean make whatever eomments they feel ap- 
propr int~. . .  
_Chauc~ are though, their comments would be a good 
oea~ more temperate. "l~ey would not include such 
remarks hs that the politicians who back t/de plan are 
more vicious than the anlmals they seek to kill, nor 
mat "it's In keeping with the sort of people you have in 
government there." - . 
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'+SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE We offer support and 
.understanding to victims of 
i sexual assault and 
harassment. Sexual abusers 
don't stop voluntarily, they 
need Intervention from 
others. Call anytime. 63S- 
4042. 
(PPd.aprl130.84) 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
month at Northwest 
"Community College. We are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call Bev 
&15.3248, Jacqule 635-6727, 
Trean 635.2865. 
(ppd2.23mar84) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7.10pro 638.1362. 
(ppd-Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
'and loin us, a family 
orientated group, with 
tamily and adult activities. 
We are a local support 
-TERRACE PRO.L IFE 
:.Education Ass'n. Is 
:.concerned with upholding 
.:the right to life of the 
Inno(;ent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
suppor t ing  members  
welcome. Phone Roberts 
• 635-7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
• (ppd-30iune-84.) 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
:the Kitl K'Shan staffroom. 
For more information cell 
.Cathy at 635-2151 or" Sue at 
"~.~691.  
(ppdS.291une) 
group; offering friendship, 
CANADIAN PARENTS fo r  companionship and half If 
French (Terrace Chapter) we canto temllles who are 
only one parent. Come and 
Join us the One Parent 
Famllles Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Boa 635-3238 or Judy 
638-1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 2B5.. 
(ppd2-Emar) 
INDEX 
1 ~ommonlty Sorvlces ~t Services 
2 Coming Events 24 Situations Wented 
3 NOtiCes 20 TV &.Stereo 
4 Information Wanted 29 Musical Instruments 
$ Btrfhs 30 Furniture & Appliances 
6 Engaoements 31 Pets" 
7 Merrlages . 32 Llveefock 
g Obituaries 33 For 5ale Miscellaneous 
9 Card of Thanks 35 Swap &Trede 
10 In t~mortum 38 ' Miscellaneous Wanted 
11 Auctions 39 ' /~arlne 
12 Girage Sale 40 ,'. Equlpmont ' 
13 Personal 41 Me¢hlnory 
14 ' 8UelncsS PerSonal 43 For Rent Mtscallonou~s 
1S Found 44 Property for Rent 
16 Lost 45 Room 8, Board 
19 Help Wented 41 Suites for Rent 
For Hlr.e. 48 .Homes for Rent 
KSAN HOUSE Is available 
to women and children who 
have been physically or 
mentally abused. If you 
need a safe temporary 
rofug~'ckll the help line 
4042. 
(ppd-apri138.84) 
TERI~¢E HOMEMAKER 
• SERVICES-- Pro~,ldes 
asslsta'nce with household 
management and dally 
living activities to aged, 
handicapped, 
convalescents, chrenlcally 
III, ~tc. 4619 Lakelse" 
Avenue. Phone 63S-S135. 
(ppd.30nov.83) 
I :OOD;FOR THOUGHT 
Soup Kltcben - -  We prov!de' 
free.soup to those In need; 
this eervlce Is provlded by 
volunteei 's ,  who are 
unempIdyed. Donatloos of 
food and money are needed 
to maintain this service. 
4727 Park Avenue 
10 a.m.. 4 p.m, 
635.3909 
(ppd2.30mar84) 
49 
SO Homes for Sdle 
$I " Homes Wanted 
52 Property for Sale 
Probertv Wented 
54 Buslnose Property " 
55 " -'Business'Opportunity 
JMOtorcycles 
57 A~tomoblle~ '
SO TruCks & Vans 
Mobile Homes 
40 Rncreatlonal Vehicles 
Aircraft 
M Financial 
' Legal 
69 ". Tenders 
~LAJSIPI I~D RAT IS  ,z ~+ 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less $2,00 per Insertion. Over 20 
Words 5 cants per word. 3 or more consecutive 
Insertions SI,SO per Insertion. 
REPUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or not. 
AblOlutely no refunds aflor ed hes been set. 
CORRECTIONS 
~uef be made before second insertion, 
Allowance can be made tor only one Incorrsct 
ad. 
BOX NUMBERS 
SI,~ pickup 
$2.00 mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
RltOS evallable upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cents Par agate line. Minimum charge SS,00 
per insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL Ind TRANSIENT AD-' 
VERTISING 
3'/cents per line 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
SS.00 per fine per month. On a minimum four 
month basis. 
rCOMINO EVENTS • 
For Non.Profit Organlsetions. Maximum $ days 
insertlun prlgr to event for no charge. MUSt be 2S 
.worde Or less, tygecl, and submitted to our office,, 
DEADLINE 
OISPLAY 
Noon two days prior to Publication day. 
CLASSIPIED 
11:00 a.m. on day previous to day of publication 
/~ondey to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIPiED CASH WiTH ORDER otber 
eltla BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Sorvica charge of SS.00 on I l l  N.S.F. ¢hequts, 
WlODING DESCRIPTIONS 
NO charge gmvlded news lUbmitted within one 
month. 
I~X IW, Tan'Ice. B.C, Home Oellvory 
VSO 414 Phone Lis-aNe 
' CLASS IF IED 'ANNOUNCEMENTS -'+,v,, 
Notices 6.00" ": 
Births 6.00 
Engagements 6.~ 1 
Marriages 6.00 
Obltuorles 6.00 
Card of Thanks 6.00 
In Memorlum 6.00 -, 
~ver 60 words, 5 cents each eddltlonal v~rd .  • 
PHONE 635.635)' - -  Classified Adve~iSlrlg" 
'Department. 
SUBSCEIPTION RATES 
Eff icI IVl  October 1,11180 
• ,Single Copy 2So 
By Carrier mth. S3.SO 
By Carrier year 3g.00 
By Mall 3 mths. ~.00 
By Mall 6 mlhs,3S.00 . 
By Mall I Yr. ,~1.00' 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 30.00" 
British Commonwealth and United States • of 
America I yr. 6S.00 
; The Herald reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and to detarmino page location. 
The Herald reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisement •and to 
retain ony answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service and tO rePay the customer the sum 
INlld for the advertisement and box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement wlll 
be deStroyed ~nloss mailing instructions are 
received. ThoSe answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss, All claims of errors In edvet:llsements 
must be received by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first PUblication. 
It Is ~.greeci by the advortlser requesting space 
that the liability of the Herald In the event of 
failure to PUblIUI r~n advetllsement or. In the 
evans of an In 'or  ipl~arlng In the a."%'cHllk~ment 
e l  i~blllhed shill be limited to the emount paid 
by the advertiser for only one Incorrent Insertion 
for the p~rtlon of the edvestlalng space o¢cupled 
by tho incorrect or omitled item 0nly, and that 
there Ih i l l  ba no liability to any exlent greeter 
than the amount paid' for such advertising. 
Adve~isements must comply with the British 
Columbia Human Eights Act which pmhlbll l  any 
advertising that discriminates against any- 
Parson because of his race, religion, sex, color, 
nationality, oncsstry or place of origin, or. 
because hie age Is' between 44 and 63 yeor~s, 
onlese the coltdltlon.is Justified by a bona fide 
r .eq~lrement.for the work Involved. 
d-allg 
h aic/ 
Classified Mail-in Form 
Your  Ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  , .................................. 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TOwn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. o f  Days . . . . . . . . .  
C lass i f icat ion ................................... Send ad along w i th  
cheque or  money order  to: 
20 words or  less: $2 per day DAILY  HERALD 
$4.50 for  three consecut ive days 3010 Ka lum St. 
$6 for four  consecut ive days Terrace,  B.C. 
S7.$0 for  f ive consecut ive days VAG 2M7 
• TERRACEWOMEN's  
RESOURCE CENTRE ~ 
Drop.in c(;i~tre; support 
service for w0mel~ 
Information; referral; 
lending. Ilbrer/; bookstore, 
counse! l lng ;  suppor t  
groups, :.. 
4,542 ParkAvenue; :. 
°pan  12 . '4~, j2~eekdays  ' 
(ppd.Tmo-30Mar'84) 
ALANON MEETINGs  
Monday'at M. Ills; Me,oriel  
Hospital, a t  Spin Phone 
Isobe1635-9359 or GIor.la 635- 
(ppd-23mar84); 
EVERY THURSDAY at 
7:00 p.m. In, the" Hospital 
Pysch Unit there Is a movie 
on Alcohol and Drugs. 
Everyone welcome. 
.,'(ppd.feb.6) 
UNEMPLOYMENT !. 
ACTION CENTRE- -We 
are a non-government 
agency that Frovldes advice 
and counselling to the 
unemployed. Our services 
are free.' i f  you need help 
w i th  Unemployment  
Insurance problems or 
Human Resources give us a 
call: : 
4721 Lazeile, 
Rm.200 
(Back Of Tlliicum Theatre) 
635-4631 
• (ppd2-30mar84) 
A.A. MEETINGS 
Monday--8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
United Church 
,4907. Lazelle 
Tuesday.  8:30 p.m. 
.(,Open SPeaker)" 
Sacred Heart Church 
4830 Straume 
Wednesday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psyc~ Unit 
ipurseay--a:3o p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospifat Psych Unit 
Friday ~8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermode Friendship Centre: 
3313 Kalum 
Saturday--8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
• Sunday ~8:30 p.m. 
• (Men's Cl.osed) 
AngllcanChurch 
" Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs. --; 638-8195 
Alanon ,~eetlng 
Monday 8:00 p.m. 
Hospital Psych Unit 
ppd-3! len~4)~ 
TERRACE & 
DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
6~.317e 
460~D Park Ave. 
Terrace, ELC. VeO lVS 
ALTERNATE 
EDUCATION 
COMMUNITY 
WORKS 
• CONSUMER 
COMPLAINTS OF FICER 
&'DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
635-1256 
MEALS-ON-WHEELS 
635-6461 
NORTHWES1; ALCOHOL &" 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
638-8117 . .: 
SKEENA YOUTH ++ 
WORKS INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM (SYWIP) 
635-5778 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of an 
abortion? We at Birthright 
would like to offer you our 
support and friendship. 
Free confidential • 
pregnancy tests, available. 
TIIIIcum BulldlngA721 Suite 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office 
EVENT: YOUNG ART OF 
a.c, Sponsored by :Emily +' 
Cart College ~ }of I Art. 
January 31 to February 11. 
Tuesday thru Friday, 12.3; 7. 
• 9. Saturday '.12.3. Terrace 
Art  Gallery .(Library 1 
Basement) 
(ncS.3feb; S.10feb) 
hours Mon.to Frl. from 9am i I : " r I " ~ I 
to 11am +Sa+urday 9am to ! . ~ - : : :  
lpm Phone 63S.3907.anytlmi~. r" -~- -+-__  ~ _.::..~ 
(ppd.lum84). ' ~  
THE ANNUAL general Province of 
meeting of ttm, Terrace . British Columbia 
public library will be held : Ministry, of 
on Thursday 16-Feb. at 7~30+ Transportation 
In thelibrary meeting room.: ' " '  " & High~vays 
There will be' an election of " " LOAD . 
RESTRICTIONS, 
officers for 1984. Everyone ":i ~':ADVANCE PUBLIC 
Is welcome and ~offee will '  . •NOTICE ~ '- 
be served, pursuant o seCtiOn 26 of the 
(ncS.10feb) "Highway ~: t ' ,  notice Is  
hereby give, that load 
TERRACE • BADMINTON . .r+~fr'Ictlons may be placed, 
club wlll be hostlng a fun on shar.l, notice In the near 
tournament Feb. 11 an-d:12. ~re ,  on all hlghways In 
There will be 2 events: - .~ the,. + f(~!.[owlng Highway 
doubles and mixed doubles .... District: Prince Ruport~ 
To register be~t Thornhlll 'Tefface, . Dease I.:ake, 
Jr. Sec.,set. Feb. 11 9am Smllhe'rs and Bums Lake. 
sharp. There will be al ,'~ Re~trlcttonswlllho Imposed 
banquet to follow Sat. In -  each District 
evening. Everyone 
welcome. Come alone or 
bring a friend. (ncS.10feb) 
TOTEM SADDLE Club 
Dance. March 3 9pm.2am. 
Band: "Shot the Moon", 
$15.00 per couple, midnight 
lunch. Thor.nhlll ' 
Community Hall. Tlcke~ 
avallab!e at: Co.op Feed 
Store. or phone.625-3474 :or' 
635.5046. 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
on Sexual Assault and 
Battering wlll be available 
February 3-11 :'In the 
Terrace ShupPl~lg Centre. 'A 
book sale, free pamphlets, 
coffee and'a display of  the 
• C.A.R.E. }(It '(Recently 
adopted by School "District 
00) will be available. Learn 
how to talk to children about 
sexual assault. Sponsored 
by Ksan House S~clety. 
(nc-10feb) 
THE TERRACE Chapter of 
the Diabetic As soc;. ' is' 
holding ,an :l~i)or~ant ~
Meetlng~Feb. 8 atT~30 p.m; 
ih.the Education Room at' 
MIIIs:'Memorlal ~Hesp. A l l ,  
members . and interested 
personsplease attend. 
: (ncS.8feb) 
CANADIAN CANCER 
Soclety. Terrace Unlt will 
be holdlng ]helr monthly 
meetlng, on February 13, 
19~:af~7:30 p;m.. at the 
Terrace Health Unlt 3412 
Katum Street, Everyone Is 
welcome - We need your 
,support. For further 
Information please call Sue 
Casey :638-1065 or Bunny 
• JakubeC 635-2772, 
" • (ncS.13feb) 
THE REGULAR monthly 
meeting Of'. the Catholic 
Women's League., of 
Canada, Terrace C0unclh 
will be held on Wednesday, 
Feb. 8, 1984, In the: Verltas 
School Llbrary foll~Nlng the 
7:30 p,m. Mass. All 
members are urged .to 
attend. 
(ncS-8feb) 
"" Individually, as conditions 
warrant. 
The restrictions will limit 
vehicles to 100 per cent, 70' 
per cent or SO per cent of :  
legal axle l ead ing ,  1 aS 
allowed " under the 
regulations pursuant:to the 
Commercial Transport Act. 
Overweight permits will not 
be granted. All term 
overwelght permits :are 
Invalid. Restrictions may 
be Imposed as  ne(;~+sary. 
'~ Th~ P0bllc,:and Tr;Uckit;g 
and ~'Transpertatlon :~ ' 
Companles,. should govern 
themselves accordingly. 
Your co-ol0e#atlon In 
adhering to the above 
regulations will be 
appreciated. 
D.P. Doyle,, - 
F ILTERQUEEN 
' Sales& Service 
Pt.ma 
625.70t6 
AL TOOVEY 
FURNACE REPAIR 
Phone 635.7524 
(sff) 
FEBRUAR, Y ONLY 
120pc off custom framing 
andert prints 
(reprnductions). 
Northern Light Studio 
• 4820 Halliwell Ave., 
Terrace..638.1403 
(acc21.29feb.) 
FOR RENT-- Prince 
Rupert. Prime retail, otflco 
space. Space approx. 950 sq. 
ft. Call Days 624.2433 Ew. 
• . 624-3133. 
( p6-8,10,1~l,17,2124feb) 
• MAKE MORE MONEY 
' worklng overseas In 
countrles llke U.S.A., 
• Kuwatt, Saudl Arable, etc 
Also Alaska and N.W.T. 
Permenent.Temporar/ 
workers needed ".+" are 
tradespeople, ,labourers, 
profeSslonals, etc: For full 
into+ send your name and 
address to: Box 72"/,.Station 
"F"  Toronto, Ontar[o M4Y 
2N6. 
• (accl0-20feb) 
WANTED AN artist, with 
some commercial 
experience but will consider. 
all applicants. Apply ta 3220 
River Drive/Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 3P4. " 
(P10.14feh.) 
WANTED - -  Person to live. 
In.'at'a hm~e 4or:s days a 
Week o I '~I  b12 hCuP shift 
bos ls .  Days  erenegof lab le .  
Call TePrace Homemakers 
Services 635.5135. 
(P3.1Of~b.) 
SPECIAL SERVICES KNOW YOUR RIGIITS The 
TO CH I LDR EN Women's Cantm and 
635-7087 Unemployment Action 
Centre wil l  host a two-part 
TERRACE ANSWERING workshop on Welfare 
BUREAU ,, (G.A.I.N.) rights. Feb~.uary 
638-8195 14 and 15 from 9:15 • 1i:1S 
a.m. in the Gr~i*'Room of 
TERRACE the Terrace .H0tel~ Free 
HOMEMAKERS chllclcore can be arranged 
635-51~5 bycalllng 638.0228, 12~4 p.m. 
weekdays. 
TERRACE RECYCLING (ncS-.14feb) 
635-7271 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT EVERY .THURSDAY at 
&LIVING SKILLS ?:M p.m. in the H0spltal 
635-7863 Pysch Unit there Is a movie 
L on Alcohol and Druge, 
(Plxl., Ever/one welcome 
(p~c~aug.  ea) (ppd.mar~.s4) 
REGISTERED SHELTIES 
-- Vaccinated, leash 
started. 25 per cent off - -  
1983 pops, February only. 
July Blue Male, September 
Sable Female, two black 
males June & Oct. 
OI0edlenco and stock 
prospeds. Phone Mlsthlll 
Kennels, Burns Lake 692- 
3403. 
(P2.afeb.) 
• + ..~ ~++++~ 
UNIQUE PROGRAMS ON 
TAPE FOR VIC20 
Blorythm, flnanclal, 
educational, etc. 5 
programs for $12.00. P.O. ' 
Box 18, Kltlmat, B.C. VaG 
2G6. 
(p$.8feb) 
FOR SALE-- Gendron baby 
carrleg~ Excellent 
cooditlon $100. Expandable 
gate $10.00. Bird cage 
$10.00. Ladles size 11 leather 
iackat S~0.00. Phone 635. 
36~2. 
(p3.9feb) 
I 
FOR SALE-- Panasonlc 
Speaker. Phone. Plugs 
Into lack outlet. Walnut 
brown. Retail price 
$149. Asking $100. Call 
638.1235 after S p.m. 
(ncstf.ffn) 
FOR SALE-- Top quality 
hay $2.25 per bale. Phone 
847.21~ Smlthers. 
(p3.24,31,Tfeb) 
WANTED-- C~ousel slide 
prolectar. Newer model. 
Must be in good condltl0n. 
Phone 638.1613 days or 635. 
6861 evenings. 
(accS-141eb) 
Reglonat :. Oli'eetor, ~ 
Highways 
Manage; ..... 
for.: 
• Mlnlst~ of 
Transpocta~ion 
• & Highways 
, (acc4.2,3,e,10feb) 
Province of "~ 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation. 
• & Highways 
Terrace Highway 
Distrid 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD 
RESTRICTIONS 
Pursuant to Secllon 26 of the 
Highway Act and the 
Commencla I Transport Act, 
+the following lead 
restriction is. hereby 
established effective 12:01 
A.M. Thursday, February 9, 
.1984. 
Route No J0  Kltimat 
village Road In the Terrace 
Hlghway Dlstrlct shall be 
r~sh'lcted + to 70 per .Cent 
legal axle weight. 
The percentage of 
tolerances provided under 
Sedlon 7.1M(2) of 
regulations pursuant to the 
Commercial Transport Act 
shall apply. 
LIC LOGSCALER F.B.M., 
cubic m~lc ,  A.D.S., 5 
yem;s, experience. Add 5 
years exl~rlence D.L.S. 
heavy equipment operator, 
seeks relocatlbn - Terrace. 
Prince Rupert area. Wile " 
I.F.A., "A ,  ticket. 2 years 
Prov. Arab. Exp.. Glbsons. 
Phone 886-2100. 
(pt4.17feb) 
'WILL DO laundry 
service. Reasonable rates. 
To Inquire call 638.1396. 
(sift 
COMPUTER cu SSE 
SIGN UP NOWi 
Beginning Feb. 13th. 
Kids classes $25.00 
Adult classes SSO.00 
For more Intormatlon 
)hone 635.3630. 
AL'S COMPUTER 
SERVICES 
(p20-10feb) 
Violators of the regulations 
and 'restrlctlor;s wi l l  be . . . . . . .  ~ +~++ 
prosecu led+ + +: ' ~ 
W.E. Stanley, ..... ++ 
Didrlct H Ighways Manager 
Minister of.. 
Transportation 
and Highways 
Dated: F~ruary 6, 19N ' :  
a~:: Ter~are (acCl.~b) 
'G+4UIAGE•S~LE from 1i 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Feb..10 and 
11tt+. Watarbod, propane 
tank, ~tslde swing, 
MOVING SALE, 
EVERYTHING MUST GOI 
A24.Skeene Valley Trailer 
Court. 
(p3-10teb) 
STURDY WOOD-- 
WORK WANTED-- Ho~se Fibreglass 20' riverboat. 
repair, carpenter, painting, 
some plumbing, & 50HP Mercury H.D. trailer, 
appliance repair. Phone 638. " pumps, life vests. Ail 
0601 Ask for Larry. excellent. $3500 OBO. Phone 
(p10.13feb) 635.3873. 
(pS.13teb) 
FOR sAi:E-- 4 Chanr~l P .A .  
system~Wlth ~,2. columns. 
Great for: bonds..Best offer 
to +Sa00 takes: Al~) for, sale 
gu!tar amplifier, Phone 635. 
9301 anytime..- 
", .i':(ncs.10feb) ' 
AMERICANCOCK ER 
Span!el puppies. Beautiful 
blacks for show or as I~S. 
Champion parents, 1st 
shots. S275 Phone Nonnles' 
Kennels 635.7614. 
(p4*10febl 
WATER WELL drilling rig 
for sale. Phone 638.8343. 
(pl0-20feb) 
O6C CAT excellent 
condition. Approx. 300 hours 
since completely 
overhauled. Pony arch, 
double tilts. Phone 112.962. 
6667. 
(pi0.20feb) 
FOR RENT--  2 bedroom 
self-contained apartment 
with frldge and stove. At 
3936 Monntvlew Ave. Phone 
635-2577 to Hew. 
(p24.17feb) 
I • 
ONE BEDROOM & 
Bachelor  Suites. 
Avallatbe immediately. 
Frldge and stove 
included. Sauna and 
,recreation room. 635" 
9023 or 635.5189 to view. 
: (p20-15feb) 
"KEYSTON E 
i APARTMENTS 
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hat water, laundry 
facilities, storage locker 
& parking. RoferenceS 
required as of Feb. 144. 
Please phone 635-$224. 
(acc251Bn.flnt 
. J -  . - 
i 
' ' I " : . . . .  " : I , new Nationai/Mmeuid.; ~f  Man.,• 'comliln~: compeer ':i;!~oCardinul, who opened a);peelaiexhtb!tlon of models and: creafi~,S abilitieS;bUt be looks on them as marvelous tools . 
ON . ROOM '.suites 4 "B E DROOM.. executive _ technol(~gylwith a.10veandrespeCt forhaturCthat is ~p ly . . .  plans for the new museum~ in'!he~01d Vlctor/an.Memo~-iai with ~ which' to l'00k ]ntolthe future, ' . 
Low rents, 'Close to  town homo,. Available' , r~ted in ' , 'h i s  na.flve/Indla!~ her!,~ge; " .  : : .  ~ i .  Building, which the Museum ofMan'~n0Wshares With the "Ifyoustudyanylmman'culture, fromtbeaneientpnstto 
and shopping, Phone&IS. Immediately. Rent:'$700. " 'When:you ~lnk:that my g~andpai'ents came 0ut.of the i~ National Museum of Natural Sclence'~'sald his concept/on the present, you will find their building forms are derived 
6155 days, 538.1533 to' 635- month. Contact J im Duffy ' St0neageandllVed'into the spn¢eage;'yoUlreaiizehow;man : might have beam ~etchedwith pen(~'.and'paper. frem~nature and natural forces," he said. • , 
¢~V~rdngs. " at Century 21, Wlghtman & •and his l l ab l~ has e~,ol~;ed.', h~said In ~m inte~ie!v:;aBiJ~!:~TAKES ONLY MINUTE8 :" " '•' : • ; Th-?~-isirue ofth--S----" - ' : - ' - '  . . . . . . .  : 
:'i'~i.~;:if!~i;~":! (~ c-sept2-tfn):/Smilh', 63SJ~I," . , "  : i t  Is/alwayS'.wflh:respect:for' he force*of:nature.'::,: ,' i '~.~ But:it could riot have been*:put Into archlt~iurul"and . . . . . . . .  . - ~ru"P'-u- um .~2g~' .saa  .psam .snuggl.e 
" 7 ~ ~ " ' . . . . . . .  ' ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " "~' ' " ' ' ' " ' ' " ' ' ' . . . . . . . .  ''L ' '~  ' : ' ' ' ' ~ ' " " " . . . . .  " " " • • . . . . .  I JU r l  e r i c  w i n o s  ~ t la  . . . . . . .  . (accS.14feb) :Cardinal's musst~ will feature low,M0ping tertaces:wll~ •' .'engineering terms 'without a sm~oiai como.t~r which can - - ~' •~ ::YJ, , o.1' gypl In.ano.ureeK ~.e.mp.Jea, originally 
WO~REEN . . . . . . .  :, the city of Hull; Que' ; behind It and the ancient GaUneau. ~,:~pew out in a few minutes architocturel drawinos and data . p po tea o.y cmumnswm.cn na0 me~r ongm m tree trunk, 
• ' ' ': ' " ' " ~* ' " :" '~ 'o  :" . . . .  ~ • . or me semt,:]rcular area used by the Romans in their APARTMENTS-- I, 2 and 3 . Hills as a backdrop. This has been a ga~erlng p!ec¢!f r.::; which would take draughtsmen and engineers months to basi l icas andto su"~,,,rt au"uaducto ; 
. . . . . . .  " ' I " I " - '  '4  ~ F  ' ~ I apartments, thousands of years, the site of Indlanencamiin/ento"and a-., :i-complete. . - . " " • : - . . . . . . .  ", " 
Downh~wh ' Ioce!lly. . . . . . . . . .  , ,  ,~ ,, 
Compi:ett-:wlth dishwasher, stopping place for, early explorers and, fur tradersl ' ' 11 : '  . . . . . . . . .  "''' **. Cardkm], born In Calgary in 19~1 and raised In Red Deer, , The curving d~igns I so often use come from studymg 
flmpla~, trl¢lge; stove and ~Thebuildlngstobeeompletedln 1988wfllbelong;.lowandr ' ~/dta., studied architectur.eat theUniversity of Texas and the Canadian landscape, l've always sketched and drawn 
drapes.: U nd~cover .... , . ~ -~:., --- curving, with a great central hall opoi)ing jlke af l0wer,* :  first used his curvllinear archit~ttiral shapes In the design from "alture like the Group of Seven artists, studying the 
parking. Security entrance. HOME FoR SALE-- S sheathed,in glass for a panoremie view of the Parllahent of St. Mary's Roman Catholic church in:Red Deer in iil67, drama "of the seasons, the colors and the climate. 
Phone'K15-9317. bedroom house on fully Bui]dings hlglion their rocky eliff ackoss the OttawaRiver.. His major works now under construction are a space '?The computer doesn't hink for itself and won't take 
"(accsept12tfd) landscapadfoncedlot.Close " Theroofs.andotttbuildingswfllbavedomesnotunlikethe :sciencescentreinEdmontonandaeivicandculturalc.entre" over;butit'slikeh~vinganinfinltelywldedrawingboa~;d 
~.: .~.- - - • " to 4own and schools, Frult shape*of.lnult'Igloos, and water wlll Cascade. .from I;o0i to inSt. Alberta, Alia. ' on which to make,your designs." " 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM trees, garden, greanhouse - * 
Apts. Good rates. Call. AsKing $70,000.635.4312 . . . . .  " r 
manager any time for (sff) US discu irrigatio i thewest  ' ' n tm"  to V"W" Ph~e " ' I ~ , sses n n 
6,15-4547, 3 BEDROOM HOME . . . . .  : 1 . . . .  
" (acc21dec.tfn) - Partlal!yflnlshed " • ~, Wh~HINGTON (AP) --- Congress i s  showing no in- " acre parcels in the ~ames of individual family members. Interior Seeretaw William Clark, appearing Tuesday 
~ :  ba,ment, garden area, - 
greenhouse, near" dination to recpe~ discusalon on one of the most divisive : . After bitter fights ~or years over accusations that wealthy before the Senate nergy and natural ~esourees committte 
• schools', and~ 'churches. r en'vironm(~ntal issues - -  who pays how much for irrigation farmers.and Corporate agribusinessss were ripping off the on his department's $6.5-bllllon budget request, was asked 
Asklng $72;000. V!ew at water, in the U.S; West.. ' . . . . .  " ...... ..... .: . ,.:- ' ,taxpayeit,. Congress in 19¢2 decided to permit leased land to why the admlnistration wanted out of file deal it.accepted 
4810. Scott Ave. Phone • Last month, ,the Reagan administration to ldC~.~e~: i  t be irrigated with subMdized federal water, and set the limit two years ago. 
• .'.'~.2820 between 9am, wanted to repeal the so;called hammer.clause of.1982 that at 960 acres a family. Anything • over that Cost the farmer "The h~nrnmer hit the wrong people,", Clark said. i 
6pm .or ~: 635-7937 would impose an acreage limit onihe federally dhbs i~ '  full price for the water. ., GET COMPLAINTS " 
, -.evenings" water allowed farmers. " [ [ :: "~ " . . . .  " "  ~ [: ..~..I- ~ 'Department spokesman Mitch Snow said later ~e 
.,Frldge, stove, drapes, (a¢cl0.1Ofeb} Under a 1909-law, the limit was SuPl)osed tobe 1~ aci;ea, Farmers were given until April'12,. 1987, to.renegotiate department's tlureau . o f  Reclamation had received 
carpeting off street but farmers found ways around thaL Since the law did not their water contructs.:,'l%ose who fail to meet that deadline "vociferous protests" from small farmers in the &an 
system.parking' secur i ty  FOR SALE--Sgaclous 3 mention leasing, they leased, moreland. And they. Puttgo- are to be limited tol60,, acres-worth of subsidized water. WashingtonJ°aquin ValleYstate.in California and the Columbia Valley in. i~ 
bedroom home on Laketse - " Farmers should be allowed "to let existing contracts rtln ' 
"I' Soviets launch space shot , Re@s ,t rt at Lake. Wood.el~-frlc heat. I Snow said the law required the farmers to change' their : ' i .  :$320 ' W:W .¢arpat~i~throo0hout.. : ' out before they come under the e, Clark said. . F l replace;*kirge metal " . ' . ~ " ' • contraets, 'Vmd we don't know if we can do that tm~r  shop, carport. Ca11'798.2522 .:. 
Phone manager  aftor4pm, , " MOSCOW (AP) - -  The Atkov, 'lass said, DOCKING SECRET .say howlong the three-man eontraet law," 
snytlme. " (p20-27feb) Sevlet Union. launched i ts  It .said the" eesmonauta Tasa did not say when the crew would stay ,aboard. Federal contracts for water in the West generally last ~10 
second manned space shot 'are  feeling fine" and:tlmt -docking would take. place. Sulyut-7. Tass saidonlythut or 50 years.. • - " " 
: • 8-12  M u s T s E L L .-- in ,6½ months today, the Seyuz spaeecraft:~Wns The Soyus T-10 mission Is they world perform 'The department does not want to repeal all the 1982 " " Condominium. Asking price 
$34,500OBO. Drive by 7-4717 rocketing three cosmonauts operating."n0nhully." . IQzim's second space shot. "scientific, t~huical, provisions, just the 198"/hammer clause deadline, ff It is 
TWO BEDROOM duplex for Walsh or phone 638.1~ for toward the orbiting Salyut-7 On Nov. 27, 1986, he ~:om- medical and biogieal . successful, the department s ill would have to put the 960- 
rent,:-In town, Frldge & eppolntmont toview; space station in a .  Soyuz The agency said the crew manded the .SOYUZ T-3 studies and. experiments." acre limit and the pricing provisions in all contracts up fo.r 
st0ve.,No pets. Phone 635. (p20.20feb) spacecraft, planned to dock with the spacecraft and spent 12 Butina broadcast before renewal. . , ,: 
S4d4', ' The Official Soviet news orbiting Salyut-7 space days aboard" Salyut-6, the launcl~ing, was an- Committee members did not~pursue'the opic, which was 
.... (pS.Pfeb) FAMILY HOME on quiet agency Tass said the Soyuz station, where a two-man predecessor f the current nounced, Radio: Moscow raised by Senator Howaitd Metzenbaum (D-Ohio). 
BEDROOM.  FOR • paVedmaln floorStreet'conslsts1120 Sq.of fl'3 .T-10 spaceship'waS latm- crew spent 150 ":days SoVIet space station with indicated the cosmonauts " Committee chairm~nJames McClure (R-Idaho), clearly 
RENT-- For gentleman - bedrooms, kitchen • dining ched 3:07 p.m. Moseow time beginuing last June ~t.' That OlegMaksrovandGannady would spend at least two uncomfortable, said: "We will have an opportunity ~ 
with kitchen facilities, room, IIv.lng room and bath. (7:0/a.m. EST). crew, Vladlmir Lyakhov Strekalov, months on Salyut-7. The discuss that later." : 
- Several eongreestonal aides said they believe members Phone 635-5~, Two bedrooms, den; The state-run television and Alexander AleXaadrov, The other two men aboard radio noted a Soviet.indian both houses would be reluctant o reopen old wounds i~- 
(p20.Pfeb) laundry room, bath ' and interrupted regular returned to Earthon Nov. 23 "soyuz T-10 are making their flight is planned for mid- 
unfinished work shop pro~amming to sho~ ~ film after a mlusion marred by a first voyage into outer April and added there would tiered in the long fight over what became the 1982 law~. 
2 BEDROOM basement dowmtalrs. Carport, of the twilight launching fuel lcakran.d a-lauhcliing- space, be Soviet ~cosmonauts I - 
suite, !000 sq. ft. Entrance greenhouse and small 
an~l driveway private. Close garden. Asking ! price from the Central Asian base pad accidant that aborteda: In keeping with ']~ast aboard the spoee station to 
toSkeena Sec. School. Stove $69,000. Offer~ comldered, of Balkonur. relief flight. - ' "- practice, the Soviets did-not greet the Indians. ' 
a~fr ldge.  Drepos&ssme 2304 Everygreon St. 635- Tasssaldthemlsatonwas tOOK!  LOOK!  
furnltu~;elncluded. $3.';0 par ~9.  commandeci by veteran illan brightens Britain 
. 0 .  oooo ,  MacM Mbi~:l"84'Ph°ne~',~5~010r . Kiflm. The flight engineer ' 
&ltk2M3. ~ . . . . .  aboard SeyuzT101S ~adimir Residential lots 
I~ : ,  BEOR~)M; ,~! ,~ I f ;  Wn,qulet/~fr~et.rlO~"s'q.'fl. ~"-~;lt~.d~, .4A)]NDON(AP)--AImost Born before radio'., and ~.-.~e/tiously.. . . . . .  at a l qlain price 
• mer~i~r 6 f~e flight m 90. Harold Macmillan still autom0bfles: he ''~ ~chhm. "Everybody ' seems 
attached garage,..- close to eusmonaut researcher Oleg works his magic on.Britain pioned the microohip as slightly pompous to me co~taided .unlt. $275 month, schools and hospital..Treed" - 
Pl~neMslcolm 8.S p.m. at lot. Assumable mortgage brightening.up bleak times herald of .a marvelously now," he recently told a Quiet area with a view. 
~'TM-0" approximately $40,000. ~ ~ ~  with memories of a bygone leisurely future, newspaper. "You must 
• " (acc6.fob-ffn) Askin0 149,900. Phone 635. ~ ~ ~ ~  glittering age.. He presidecl, over the make good fun of life. You 
2 BEDROOM duplex at 3360 7850 after 4pro. ~ ~  The former prime breakup' Of the British mtist make the best of it. 
Rlverdrlve. New fr!dga aml (pl0-20fob) J ~ ~ ~ !  minister 'hasbeen ouC,of Empire While seeming to Even in war we had a lot of P I iONE " 
stove. Rent 1275 per month; politics for 21 years, and.he stand for everything it jokes and fun. Even if there " 
IF, hone 63.~641s after 6 p:m. $" BEDROOM home on V~ 1910 vW RABBIT-- Diesel, rarely appears in~'publie, represented. And his two are troubles and difficulties, 
• (p3.Web) acre on Sksene St. Sauna, 4door, grey, sunroof, a-m f. His health,: says .a greatest ambitions, East- |mlgh them off and pray to 635-2330 
., garden area, ham, 2 m eassefle radio, new tires, secretary, is g0od, but his West detente and a God for help." 
3 BEDROOM basement fleplaces, $90,0go OBO excellent condition. $6,$00. eyesight is fading and he leaderehip role for Britain Macmillan came to office 
suite; Fireplace, frldge and Phone 535.248S after S:00 Phone .Prince Rupert, 624. will pass his 90th birthday in Europe, have gained in January 1957with Britain 
stove. Available p.m. Except weekends. 5287. quieUy Friday/ meagre returns, rt~eling .1. from the ~ / 
Immediately. Phone 538- (p10-21feb) (PS.14feb.) Just to look~athim is tobe In the heyday .of his 1957- " eatastreiilliC xing. in 1963 
19;~. remindedof 'aridthe~: time. • 63 premiership, an adoring .with tbe'Pro|umo Affair, in a :c  JPJl~,aJ~, 
(p3.Sfeb) . CHEV IMPALA 74 wagon. The potrician ~ face, the press dubbed him Super- which Wait, Minister John 
ONE" UPSTAIRS bedroom . 535-7762 asklng SI~00BO. white hair swept back Unflappable Uncle Harold, be sharing a prostitute with" 
suite for rent. Available (p3-10feb)" grandly at the temples, the andhe played the'role to the a Soviet military attache, ar  
anytlmo. Frldge and stove mustache that seems to bilt. " Macmillan. resisted 
Included, Close to. school ' reinforce the stiffest of POLICIES VARIED pressure to resign, and 
and town. No pets. Phone ~ ~ I  upper l ips--  all these seem • Some of hls policies were stepped down on Oct. 10, ~) . t~r . .  ~pa.lm..l Jwd~.~,/.t/ f . ,  dob., 
635.3701 after $ p.m, LOT No.20 Hawthorne Ave. ~ ~ • toembedy a.lest golden age visionary, others, sadly 1963, only after being ad- 
(p3.10feb) Thornholghfe Subdlvtslon, shortsighted. His disdain for mitted to hospital with a Phase3. Only $14,000. Phone • of grandeur and empire, ca,p~li,~, ~,ap#~, ,J,~:o~, pm,~i,f, 
I : : ' - "  ..--- ~ Critics contendthat it was economics and refusal to severe prostate affliction. l ;  ~ " ; ' . '~ :~ '~ '7~7'~!~ Dave et ~.3276. " ,~uato , ,  ,#¢ , , , , I ,  , ,d , , ,  , , , ta l , , !  m, ,a f , , .  
all an adroit political pose, take 2.5-per-cen~t inflation Three years later his wife, 
(pl0.10feb) 1977 FORD VAN ECONO. and indeed, Macimllan the seriously are seen today as Lady Dorothy, died; ..-. 
LINE Good r0nnlng 
condition. Asking S1980 prime minister was a . having set Britain on the Since thenbe has written" p~on¢ ,,nfltme 
iJ '~: ~ '~  ....... • ~-  bundle of paradoxes. ' road to 20-per-cent inflation memoirs and .still presides manage,  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,- . ~ ~ : ~ : ~ '  ~ ~ , ,  Phone 635-4448. (pS-10fe, b) and. mass unemployment..over the prosperous family 63S-  ~268 
FOR SALE OR RENT-- 3 ~/~!!~,~:-'~ ;~. The.hegrandson,:marriedofintoa po rthe. Yet he remained firm in his publishing house. 
bedroom condo. 1,040 sq. ft. ~ ; ~ * Scot, belief that. his benevolence I " ~ 
plus full basement. Frldge ~ FOR SALE" 1979 ~ ton aristocracy, ms seeming and vision had eradicated ~ ~  
and stpve included. No pats. Dodga Pickup.. Now motor aloofness hid . ii ruthless social injustice and staved 
and paint lob..S3600 OBO. political surviY, al.-instinct, off eommuntsm. Phone 635.3934. "FOR RENT--" 1700 IKI. ft. 638-1396.. 
(p10-17feb) warehouse In Mob Plaza,  (aft) The  Tow gan  t lemml.was a Macmt l la f i  readi ly  adinlts TEl{RACE'S 
• .,~.: . un l t l3010Ka lumSt .ST00per  rad ish  social reformer..: thathe  never took l i fe too. • 
3., BEDROOM home, month.Phone 635-2312. NEWEST& BEST TOO 
Inciudlng fr ldge and stove. " (acc l0 lan. f fn)  1980 FORD BRONCO XLT  
Limit set Now afro dabl Rates New wail to wail'carpet. • 4x4, 3Sl .VS, auto.~" tilt • steering, recl ining seats, at  r e Close to town. Phone 635-  IFORSALE trailer hitch, etc. '• As~dng 
3806. " "  BY OWNER $9,000. Phone 638.8392. WINNIPI~G (CP) "The  ripa old age of 110 is about as - ~ : ~ ~  
,~~>. '~ (pS-10feb) Start up your own business. (nc$.13feb) long an'unyone in Canada can ever expect to live, says a 
! BEDROOM. unit In --an1. retail store Hamilton doctor who specializes in treating old age. One bedroom at 832500 mo.  
Thornhllh Stove & frldga --3bdmn. home I~luded. Available Feb. 1. --Loe. workshop. ~ * r  . . . . .  ~ , : ' /~ ,~,~ ~-,. L~ " ~*"~.,---~...,~*" Dr.-Ronald Bathe, president of the Canadian Association Two bedroom at $360" mo.  
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• (p3-31fob) TB~nhllh Phone. 635-2.~I0, "It now appears tliIK genetlcally we seem to be slated not 
... • .~ (~S:10feb.) to get much beyond 110 no matter what we do to preserve 
2 BEDROOM house for rent ...... health and live to our fullest llfespan potential," Bayne satd 
$325' par month no other i ~U ,~::?-~'~ ,~';'~:~ FOR SALE-- 10x50' mobile Tuesday. 
bills; Deposit S200. Call 638. ! home with 7x30' addition. That's not bed annslderlng- the longest• a horse or an - -A t t rac t ive ,  spacious, ext ra  storage room 
1544 anyflmeor~;ome td4702 Phone 63s.7-~8 evonlngs, elephant can live:Is about 60 yearn, while a chimpanzee's - -Beaut i fu l  appliances, t i led showers 
. (p20-6mer) llfespan only stretches to 40. - -Lovely,  cupl~oards, double s.s. sin ks  . 
Scott Avo; (ps-13fob) MUST SELLI 1974 12x~B However, l l0isn't that old for tortoises, which havi~ lived - -Largeba lpo  ple~ i~/ith screened patio doors 
~. :  ,c.. :t~: ..... ,~ " Canedlana 3 bedroom more than' 170 years in captivity. • --Lotso~"arktng ~- recreafi0il court 
- ,Secur i ty ,  enter phones and deadbolfs 
2 BEDROOM h~USe~ln 
ThornhllL Electric heat, ! ~ ' . . . . . . . . .  ' ...... ' ' I~ trailer ale,go00BO Phone Ba~ES said there Is no question that more and more 
w0~d'/stove,i frf¢lUtr."."~lll~:~/! CENTURY MOBILE j N8-2~94. --Drapery co-0rdinated to w- -w carpets 
stove'. Referencesr.equlred. .- " (p10-16feb) 'canadians are living longer and enjoying old age more. --Walking distance to down town 
I400 month plus .diimage .i HOME PARK GOOD I,. Currently, the Iifeexpectancy f0 ra  male Is 71 years, - -Fami lyor lented-  close 1o schools 
deposit. Phone 635.~Y'. ~I;IV~STMENT' " ~ L ,~ while femules born this year can expaet to live an average --Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
(pS.Pfob) OPPORTUNITYsmall trailei" court- 10 ~ . . . .  .~i:~":*'~i ~ : ' ~  '~!/! .i:i~';   ~ .... ~ of.78WILLYears.iMPROVE ,•" ' " car wash, all in area 
, • ~'~,~ • ~ l  --$200.00 move in a l lowance for Jan. 1-15 THR E E BEDROOM trailer, pads & 6 rental trailers ,~, "~d that',; according to health ca;e sta,darda available • 
Sunny Hill • Trailer court. Included. Full ~•"~,~; : :~/~~,~: '~ today. There'~ no doubt he two flgures wlll improve as the Professionally Managed 
Ph~'*635.TS59. " - newborns of today [grow up," said Bayne. " *.! (P3.10feb.)  occupancy: Room for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " ' " " 
expansion. Convenient MAKE.A.MOTORHOMEI One main reason Is that deaths from major killers, such by tra ined staf f  who respect i 
location. Gross annual 1972.72 passenger bus. New a8 heart and Idd~ey diseeee, have decreased 20 per cant in and care for our tenants '~ t 
.w~tNTED SINGLE female Income $25,F32. Asking engine, trans., custom the last two decadan in Canada. Te lephone:  635-5968 
to share large home.  S110,000. Phone ~5-347S. paint, good body, solid floor, Bathe said it is possible that', more than half of all 
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Skeena River proves that winter ' weather did not turn to spring 
astronauts went before the launch site runway. . touchdown opportunities 
camera today to star in a But Weather officials here for several days, so the 
panoramic movie, while on reported a storm front shuttle would be diverted to 
the ground officials were moving in from the Gulf of Edwards Air Force 'Base, 
eyeing bad weather that• Mexico. It could bring rain. •Calif. 
could delay or once again and clouds to this area at Mission control radioed 
cancel the first shuttle the planned 7:21 a.m. EST the five a.~tronauts that 
landing in Florida. touchdown time Saturday. three Soviet '.cosmonauts 
The space travellers, NASA would like to start were launched today, With 
after five bittersweet, busy landing shuttles here in-' the comment: "Thatmakes 
days in orbit, welcomed a stead of in California to save an all-time record, having 
relatively easy day of ex- money and Cut down tur. eight folks in space at one 
periments and relaxation nar'ound time between 
before winding down the launches. To achieve that 
journey with more goal on this flight, the 
tetherless space walks agency said it would k~ep 
Thursday, a news con- the Challengei. crew in 
terence from space Friday .space an extra day and land 
I 
Challenger's astronauts take  it easy 
' CAPE CANAVERAL, and return to Earth on here Sunday morning. After action, is designed for Stewart unhooked their 
Fla. (AP) - -  Challenger's Saturday, landing at a that, there are no daylight projection on to the domes lifelines and manoeuvred 
away from Challenger, 
propelled by a $10-milllon 
jet'powered backpack to a 
distance greater than the 
length of a football field. 
When the .Sp/~ce-walkers 
re-entered: the cabin after 
five hours, 55 minutes• 
outside, mission control 
congratulated them on a 
super job. 
of specially equipped 
planetariums. It is to be 
completed after two more 
shuttle missions. 
Mission specialist Ronald 
McNair is.the mun'behind 
the lens, prompting..• his 
colleagues to call himCecil 
B: '.McNair after famed 
movie director Cecil B. de 
Mille. 
;~" . . . .  ' " ' "  ' ,  "'""~''~ ,- " .  :, r ~ " . / ' , i  ." , : ;  . - • ~...O~'TAWA .(,C~,)'~,PHme" 'l.;theral 'tired s com~ see u , ' , ,  .:.:~-:~..~, . . .  . . /~:. , . . . . .  ,,....~..,:..., .,. g,  . . . .  , ,  
Mjn,ls!e.r: q'i~udeau!::,k!~ked,, they  -Were~rbeing, treated 
over.:! L~. a ~:'' *hornets' nest fairly.," .: : 
Tuesday whenhe suggested According [o "a memo 
OpPOSition. MPk' may not dated Feb 1, from 
,ave been diligent enough in Empl0yment,Minister John 
seeking, their:shar e 0f a Reberts to all MPsthat was 
$300-million spec.ial job- ,made public Monday, $99,9 
creation lurid. - ...... . million ; of $112 million 
,And a grinning Finance . c0mmitted,to the'program 
Minister ~ Mare Lalonde ithis f lscaiyeat:has already 
rejected i .  claims ~ ~, that" : been allocated :.: in 844 
Progressive: Conservative p.roJects./. ',; 
MPs had been kept in the " Despite the'~dlegat!uns of 
dark about the fund. anexdu~{ve Liberal "slush 
Lalonde said the fh'st fund,"'one Tpry.•MP, Roch 
* $150-million slice of the LaSalle; told reporters 
"special fund was announ~ced outside the Commonshe has 
in the Jl~ne 1982' budget and received about,.~A00,000 for 
the second half in April 1983. capital projects in his 
Referring to a charge'by (~iel~ riding of.'Joliette 
Tory commtmlcation s critic sincelast summer under the 
David Cromble that the program. 
criteria for ehfiming the ' 
funds were not revealed to •HoweVer, LaSalle said he 
• Tory and New Deniocrat stun~bled onto the 
k cks -nest 
" ' ' if other ridings already, had .i'~ 
" eta ' the necessary information." L'- 
MacDonald later tolc 
reporters that the criteria 
for applying for federal 
funding on the project wa~ 
not discussed by all MP~ 
until a .committee hearing 
last November, when of. 
ficials in Roberts' depart. 
ment said they would 
provide information on ho~ 
to go about seeking the 
grants as soon as possible, 
But asked why Tory MPs 
hadn't sought any in. 
formation on the fund since 
the' 
February,• then 
Iooldng 
stituency very well." 
'employment 
Hawkes that the funds had 
been spent in all provinces 
and 'territories, "not on the 
basis of who (the recipients). 
they are unemployed." 
Trudsau said Liberal MPs 
had been briefed on the fund 
'in caucus by Lal0nde after 
he  brought " down the 
budgets and, "Liberal MPs 
are diligent enough to follow 
up on those programs. 
Liberal MPs may be doing 
their jobs better than 
Conservatives." 
'OINK, OINK' 
Lalonde and Tr.udeau's 
energetic" de fence of 
MPs until last w~k availability of the funds 
Lalonde said, ."if "the ~ after hel saw federal money 
h.onorable mzmber was in beihg used'for a community 
dark until mid- centre and an arena in 
he's not neighboring Liberal ridings. 
• after his con- LaSal le,  the lone Quebec 
Tory MP, •said he sub- 
And Trudeau told Tory :sequently ~got more in- 
eritie- Jim ,formation on the program 
from Liberal caucus 
cbah'mr/n Romi Bujold and 
sough~ the funds,, 
it was announced in 1982, 
MacDonald replied thal 
nothing was done because. 
• the Commons wasn't sitting 
during the summer of 1983. 
It wasn't until November, 
she added, that Opposition 
MPs became aware that the 
"special employment 
initiatives" plan had not 
been included when a wide 
range of other job creation 
programs were reorganized 
into four main schemes in 
June 1983. 
"We discovered in  
November that there was 
one program left outside the 
four main streams and it 
was this program." 
In November, Tory MPs 
raised a storm in the 
Commons over allocation of 
Canada Works and other job 
creation funds, claiming 
that Opposition ridings were 
not getting their fair share. 
NEGLECTS MENTION" 
].,aSa~le said he" never 
mentioned ~."  availability 
of the funds to his Con- 
sarvative caucus colleagues 
because "I thought the 
• I 
RII 
.bou, PEOPLE 
Voters who wonder about he workload of their senators 
or suspect that politicians take too many junkets to exotic 
t:limes will be encouraged to hear about Bill Ranktn. 
Rankin, a councillor.in the small Ontario town of Fergus, 
dragged himself out of his hospital bed, put on a three-piece 
suit and took his intrdvenous unit with him to a recent 
ebuncil meeting. 
Rankin had been in hospital after experiencing trouble 
with kidney stones. 
But he said the condition is not serious; and attending'the 
meeting was not as heroic as it sounds. 
Council met in the hospital's boardroom, because 
municipal offices were being renovated, and Ranldn only 
had to walk down the hall. 
Actress Sharon Gless had a snappy explanation toa  
startled visitor who noticed her pregnant appearance. 
"It just happened," she joked. "I accused half the creW." 
Actually, she admitted, the pregnant getup was for an 
episode in Cagney and Lacey, a television series filmed in 
Los Angeles about two female police officers. 
That episode deals with a fake pregnancy, and another 
episode is to show her character, Chris Cagney, facing the 
prospect of giving birth as an unmarried woman. 
"Cagney's problem in the pregnancy episode is 
something that's important-- women in their late 30s, early 
40s who expect ababy, let's say out of wedlock," said Gless. 
"A lot of. them are doing it voluntarily. 
"This particular one was not voluntary, but it may. be her 
last shot. So should she go through with it or not? 
'Tm not telling the outcome." 
What started out as an ordinary day for Zvelyn Prince, 
an employee at Amity Goodwill Industries, uddenly tgrned 
lotto-lucky after she found about $10,000 in the pocket of a 
jacket dropped off at the organization's office in Stoney, 
Creek, near Hamilton. 
"When I f rst  saw it I didn't think it was real," Prince 
said. 
Although she admitted she was tempted to keep the cash, 
Prince turned it over to police because she didn't hink she 
could live with such dishonesty. 
This is the second time she has had to do the righi thing, 
Three years ago Prince found a wallet containing $2,000, 
which was eventually returned to its rightful owner. 
Sandy Claws, an elderly 13-kilogram lobster being raffled 
off for charity, wasn't all he was cracked up to be. 
The colossal erustacean was recently unmasked as an 
impostor standing in for a 105-year.old lobster that.died just 
after the raffle began in a Chicago restaurant. - 
Greg Kiefer, manager of the seafood restaurant, ad- 
mitted the switch in an interview with Chicago Tribune 
columnist Bob Greene. 
'*We went ahead wllh our story because we didn't want to 
hurt the charity drive," Kiefer sald. 
Saskatchewan Roughriders and Calgary Stampeders 
have completed an unusual trade -- they swapped a'coach 
for a player. 
The Roughriders agreed to let defensive co-ordlnator 
Gerry Hart out Of hls contract to take a slmllar jOb with 
Calgary~ 
In return, the Roughriders will get an undisclosed amount 
of Cash and eight-year veteran defensive back Terry Irvin, 
said Saskatchewan general manager John Herrera, 
.(~algary Coach Steve Buratto said he's heard of such 
trades in the National Football League but " i  don't know if 
it'S ever occurred in the CFL." 
Most of today's footage 
time." will be of activities inside 
Today's filming sessions, the cabin. Some of the m0s{~ 
with a special Cinema-36o spectaealar film wasmade 
camera, were to capture Tuesday by a second 
footage for a. half;hour Cinetna-360camera, located 
documentary, The. Space in the open cargo bay and 
Shuttle: An American operated remotely from 
Adventure. inside the shuttle. 
TO FINISH FILM That captured man's first 
The finished film, which free flights in space, as 
will put audiences in the 'astronauts *'-Bruce 
centre of .the 360-degree ~-MeCandlens and:"Robei'[ 
i 
Quotas erased 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The director of Revenue Canada'si' 
Vancouver office admitted Tuesday that white eraser fluk 
was used on internal documents oblankout references to~ 
quota system aftera furore in Parliament over the incident 
But Brian Kimmons maintained that it wasn't a coverup 
just a misunderstanding by one supervisor. 
. Kimmons also denied that employees must meet quota., 
on the amount of taxes'they collect, but the exPlanation wa~, 
called "the theatre of.the *absurd" by member oJ 
Parliament Svend. Robinson (NDP--Burnaby), who 
produced copies 0t':tbe documents at a riews conferenc~ 
earlier Tuesday. 
","He cah't pin this on a supervisor," sai(i Robinson, who 
wants Kimmons dspended while a publi c inquiry isheld. 
RobinsOn told the news conference he has evidence that 
Revenue Canada workers in the B.C.-Yukon region are 
operating under a qu0ta system, and that attempts were 
made.to cover up the existence of such a system. 
He said he got his information from a tax office employee, 
but refused to identify the employee. 
Robinson also produced a copy of an employee appraisal 
form in which he,said a _reference .to quotas had been 
blanked out. 
Kimmons aid the alteration of documents began Jan. 31, 
but last Friday; came to the attention of a senior manager 
who ordered it'stopped. Kimmons aid the documents were 
already, ibeing restored to' their original condition before 
Robinson spoke UP, 
Kimmuns aid the mis~derstanding.arose aft r he tried 
toidentify perfm,~ianCd°~e,)iews thai employees said could 
be /':~misconstru~:, as :.referring to 'quotas," and 'one 
supervisor, mis~k~nly: assumed'. • th~,t documents filed 
mbz~th~ ago shotff.d',bec~a~ged~" - : ' "  . . " 
SOngs planned 
TORONTO (CP) - -A Canadian compOser and lyricist has 
been commissioned to turn the poetry of Pope John Paul 
into popular songs, . . 
Gone Lees~ 56, who now lives in california,.was in Toronto 
this week to mee~ officials of theRoman Catholic Arch- 
diocese of Toronto to discuss'a concert .of songs during the 
Poi~e's visit this year. 
, Thepoems, written by the Pope when:he was a young 
priest, have been translated into more than 90 languages. 
But the task before Lees - -  whose songs have been 
recorded by Frank Slnatra, Tony Bennett and Peggy Lee -- 
is to make them suitable for singing. 
"I've read them in four languages now," said Lees, born 
in Hamilton. •"They're very beautpful and moving,. 
hum~ist more than spiritual. I hope I can bring them to a: 
wider audie'~ce," 
The project was. ~ given to Lets about' two years ago 
through the Vatican after several other composers were 
rejected. 
"The problem was that thepoetry is in such free form 
:that there's no pattern to the rhythms?' he said. '.'Nobody 
could lick them. I had the same problem and I was inclined 
to give up. Then a composer named Tlto Fontana wul'ked it 
out and licked i t ." 
Lee received permission toalter Ihe poems to make them 
work as popular songs and to tinker with Fontana's music 
where necessary. 
Lees has translated eight of 10 poems by Ihe Pope and 
says the Vatican is enthusiastic about them. 
• "Itwas a real thrill,'"said government handling of the 
McCandless. ' 'A real honor .funding drew hunts of 
to be up there." / .  ,pork-barrel" dad squeals 
MeCandless and Stewart 
are scheduled'-t0 be back 
outside Th'ursday for five 
-more hours. 
The backpackwill be used 
for a satellite repair mission 
planned on.the next shuttle 
"flight in April. 
On that flight, astronaut 
• ' ,' l, 
George Nelson is to Use the 
jet'-pack to:retrieve a foUr- 
year~ld satellite named 
Solar Max, bringing it into 
the • cargo bay for 
replaceme~nt.of a defective 
electronics box. 
• of "oink, oink" in the most 
rambunctious Commons 
question periodin weeks. 
Oppqsiti0n MPs have said 
the $300-million "fund was 
limited to Libera'! MPs and 
has been used'in an attempt 
to:buy votes. 
On~, i.Tuesday, ,, :. Con- 
serva| ive MP ~ora  Mac- 
donald demanded that' the 
government publish a list of 
the 844 projects approved as 
of last November so that the 
jobless, in .Oi)position and 
Pleas rejected 
VAi~COUVER (CP) -- A tenant group's plea for an im- 
mediate, province-wide r nt freeze was rejected Tuesday 
by a landlord lobby group. 
Jack Hayes of  the Rental Housing Council of British 
Columbia said today's housing market does not justify a 
rent freeze. He said in an interview there are few cases of 
mawr rent increases. 
According to the landlord group, the average rent in- 
crease noWbe!ng imposed is only five per cent. Hayes aid 
uni~ coming out of rent controls are reporting rent in- 
creases of about 10 per cent. 
'.'There's no widespread problem to my knowledge," 
Hayes said. "We don't see the panic." 
On Tuesday, B.C. Tenants Rights Coalition chairman Jim 
Qdai ! announced that the coalition decided at a strategy 
meeting last weekend to Campaign and demonstrate for a 
rent freeze. • : - . 
• Quafl,~:wbese group claims to represent 14,000 renters, 
said many tenants have been hit with major increases since 
• r'ent controls were abolished by provincial cabinet decree in. 
July. He pointed to news reports in December and January 
of increases ranging from 20 to 40 per cent, saying there had 
been "rounds of rent gouging on an unbelievable scale." 
business directory 
Local Stock 
A complete line of JanLtarlal Supplies for Motel; 
Hotel, Hospital and Industry. 
• "FREE DEL IVERY '~ -. 
Weekly Delivery to Kitima't 
635'5501 
4530 KE ITHAVENUE TERRACE 
ABLE ELECTRIC 
ELECTRIC & REFRIGERATION 
CONTRACTOR 
CALL 635-5876 
EMERGENCY NO. 635-96S3 
NEW 
MOBILE HOMES 
on display in Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy. 
Energy Efficient& "Affordable 
3889 Mul le r  Ave .  635-9418 
WARNING , - - . ,  
PREMISES PROTECTED BY 
PRINCE TERRACE 
RUPERT 
624-2004 538"-0241 
ELECTRONIC  : • BURGLAR 
ALARM SYSTEMS , "  
D&D CATERING 
635-9297 
Weddings-knquets-Pn ies ' 
Book now for that Spring " 
or Summer event. 
indshield & Auto Glass ICBC Claims 
)ecialists u, . , . . - .  
4711AKEI 
TERRACE 
For 
FOR LEASE 
Commercial o~ Warehouse Space 
Atthe corner bf Keith, Kenney& Pohle 
--three units, 1737 sq. ft. each with store fronts. 
--one unit, 1800 sq:ff, with store front. 
--one unit, 951 sq. ft., with 14x14 overhead oor. 
Call DAVE McKEOWN 
• 635.7459 
Promptly -. .. . ,' 
330 ENTERPRISE . , 
4.1N Ogetfllway 
K ITIMAT Terrec,, B.C. V0G dPl 
632-4741 
informationo n running your: ad in 
directory call 635-6357 
PHONE BIL. 
630.0?65 
the business 
